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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Concurrent Neurological and Behavioral Assessment of Number Line Estimation  
 
Performance in Children and Adults 
 
 
by 
 
 
Joseph M. Baker, Doctor of Philosophy 
 
Utah State University, 2013 
 
 
Major Professor: Kerry E. Jordan, Ph.D. 
Department: Psychology 
 
 
Children who struggle to learn math are often identified by their poor 
performance on common math learning activities, such as number line estimations. While 
such behavioral assessments are useful in the classroom, naturalistic neuroimaging of 
children engaged in real-world math learning activities has the potential to identify 
concurrent behavioral and neurological correlates to poor math performance. Such 
correlates may help pinpoint effective teaching strategies for atypical learners, and may 
highlight instructional methods that elicit typical neurological response patterns to such 
activities. For example, multisensory stimulation that contains information about number 
enhances infants’ and preschool children’s behavioral performance on many numerical 
tasks and has been shown to elicit neural activation in areas related to number processing 
and decision-making. Thus, when applied to math teaching tools, multisensory 
stimulation may provide a platform through which both behavioral and neural math-
related processes may be enhanced.  
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Common approaches to neuroimaging of math processing lack ecological validity 
and are often not analogous to real-world learning activities. However, because of its 
liberal tolerance of movement, near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) provides an ideal 
platform for such studies. Here, NIRS is used to provide the first concurrent examination 
of neurological and behavioral data from number line estimation performance within 
children and adults. Moreover, in an effort to observe the behavioral and neurological 
benefits to number line estimations that may arise from multisensory stimulation, 
differential feedback (i.e., visual, auditory, or audiovisual) about estimation performance 
is provided throughout a portion of the task.  
Results suggest behavioral and neural performance is enhanced by feedback. 
Moreover, significant effects of age suggest young children show greater neurological 
response to feedback, and increase in task difficulty resulted in decreased behavioral 
performance and increased neurological activation associated with mathematical 
processing. Thus, typical math learners effectively recruit areas of the brain known to 
process number when math activities become increasingly difficult. Data inform 
understanding typical behavioral and neural responses to real-world math learning tasks, 
and may prove useful in triangulating signatures of atypical math learning. Moreover, 
results demonstrate the utility of NIRS as a platform to provide simultaneous 
neurological and behavioral data during naturalistic math learning activities.  
(161 pages) 
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT 
 
 
Concurrent Neurological and Behavioral Assessment of Number Line Estimation  
 
Performance in Children and Adults 
 
 
by 
 
 
Joseph M. Baker, Doctor of Philosophy 
 
Utah State University, 2013 
 
 
 Understanding the brain’s response to common math-learning activities may help 
improve math education. For example, by imaging the brains of typically developing 
children and adults throughout a number line estimation task, it is possible to establish a 
baseline of what “typical” brains do in such situations. Thus, comparisons may be made 
to determine the degree to which brain functioning differs between typical and atypical 
math learners. Moreover, by identifying methods that may increase the brain’s response 
to real-world math activities, it may be possible to improve the math learning process for 
typical and atypical learners alike.  
Brain imaging devices such as fMRI are not well suited for real-world math 
learning tasks because they require participants to lay prone within the device and to 
minimize movement. Therefore, the tasks that participants complete are not always 
analogous to real-world math tasks, and often do not provide information about real-
world math processing. Because of its liberal tolerance of movement and high temporal 
resolution, a brain-imaging technology known as near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) 
represents an ideal platform to make such assessments. Here, NIRS is used to assess 
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concurrent behavioral and neural responses to a common math-learning activity in which 
behavioral performance has previously been shown to correlate significantly with success 
in mathematics: the number line task. Also, by providing different types of performance 
feedback (i.e., visual, auditory, or audiovisual) throughout a portion of the task, we are 
able to determine whether feedback influences estimation performance as well as 
neurological responses.  
The results of this study demonstrated that both behavioral and neurological 
responses are enhanced following feedback, and that such neurological responses are 
greatest in young children. Furthermore, we demonstrated that when number line 
estimations become more difficult, typically developing children increase activation in 
areas of the brain that are known to process number and math calculations. In sum, this 
study provided evidence regarding how typically developing children and adults process 
number line estimations. In addition, this is the first study to demonstrate such patterns of 
activation during a number line task, further justifying the use of NIRS in conducting 
brain imaging assessments of real-world math learning tasks. 
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 CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 Investigating the development of human numerical knowledge can potentially 
transform instructional practices in mathematics. For example, multisensory numerical 
information enhances infants’ and preschool children’s representation of number (Jordan 
& Baker, 2011), and may also enhance the effectiveness of teaching tools. Moreover, 
assessment of concurrent behavioral and neural responses to real-world math learning 
activities is vital to understanding the signatures of effective math learning, and may also 
prove useful in informing instructional practices as well as triangulating signatures of 
atypical math learning. Emergent neuroimaging technologies such as near-infrared 
spectroscopy (NIRS), which because of its liberal tolerance of movement and high 
temporal resolution now enable researchers to assess such concurrent responses in 
naturalistic learning environments. This project thus combined the use of multisensory 
numerical information and NIRS in order to observe concurrent behavioral and neural 
activation patterns in young children and adults throughout a math-learning activity 
commonly used in the classroom: the number line task.  
Children’s ability to accurately estimate number line proportions (e.g., 15 out of 
100) correlates significantly with success on standardized assessments of math 
achievement (Siegler & Booth, 2004). As number lines represent a common math-
learning activity, much effort has been made to facilitate accurate number line estimation 
performance throughout instruction (Opfer & Seigler, 2007; Siegler & Booth, 2004; 
Thompson & Opfer, 2010). In practice, number line estimations are made by identifying 
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number-to-scale relationship across increasingly larger scales has been the focus of many 
efforts that intend to improve this ability in children (Opfer & Seigler, 2007; Siegler & 
Booth, 2004; Thompson & Opfer, 2010). 
One approach that remains untested insofar as improving number line estimation 
accuracy, but which has proven successful in enhancing representations and 
discriminations of many continuous quantities is intersensory redundancy (Bahrick & 
Lickliter, 2000). The term “intersensory redundancy” describes the temporally and 
spatially synchronous presentation of information about a property across two or more 
sensory modalities. For example, when a child watches a ball bounce on the ground, he is 
receiving information about the number of bounces visually (i.e., watching the bounces) 
and auditorily (hearing the bounce off of the ground) simultaneously in time and space. 
In this case the visual and auditory information are said to be redundant because they are 
both providing identical information about number. It is hypothesized that intersensory 
redundancy selectively recruits attention to bimodally specified stimulus properties (e.g., 
number, tempo, rhythm, etc.), which enhances psychophysical discrimination of these 
amodal properties at the expense of modality-specific properties (e.g., orientation, color, 
pitch, etc.; Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000; Lewkowicz, 2004; Lewkowicz & Kraebel, 2004; 
Raposo, Sheppard, Schrater, & Churchland, 2012). Conversely, information experienced 
in one sensory modality alone selectively recruits attention to modality-specific 
properties of events (at the expense of bimodally specified properties; Bahrick & 
Lickliter, 2000; Bahrick, Lickliter, & Flom, 2004).  
Intersensory redundancy presented in such common media as board games may 
play a role in improving children’s number line estimations (Ramani & Siegler, 2008; 
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Siegler & Ramani, 2008). For example, in the board game “Chutes and Ladders,” the 
number in a given square on the board coincides with the number of movements required 
to reach it, the number of words the child will say and hear as he moves across the board, 
the distance of the square from the origin, and the time it takes for the child to reach his 
destination on the board (Siegler & Mu, 2008). This redundant quantitative information 
may contribute to the subsequent improvement in children’s number line estimation and 
magnitude comparisons (Ramani & Siegler, 2008; Siegler & Ramani, 2008).  
Based on these findings, it is possible that providing redundant multisensory 
feedback within a typical number line estimation task (e.g., through audio-visual 
correspondence of estimation locations on the line) will improve children’s number line 
estimations to a greater degree than unisensory feedback. For example, if each point on a 
visual line coincides with a tone of a particular intensity (i.e., volume), such that the 
intensity increases linearly as one travels from left to right across the number line, each 
spatial location is then represented both visually and auditorily. Thus, feedback about 
estimation performance provided in this manner may be more effective at enhancing 
future estimations than either visual or auditory feedback presented in isolation. That is, 
synchronous audio-visual feedback about proportion may selectively recruit attention to 
the spatial relationship between number and scale, and may thus enhance future 
estimations. This finding may have far reaching implications for mathematics instruction: 
as virtual mathematics teaching tools become ever more present in today’s classroom 
(Cannon, Heal, Dorward, Duffin, & Edwards, 2010; Moyer-Packenham & Westenskow, 
in press), substituting the already commonly used visual number line teaching tool with a 
computerized version that provides redundant multisensory feedback may enhance 
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children’s proportional judgment abilities (i.e., number line estimation accuracy) and may 
thus improve their mathematics learning experience. Moreover, taken together with 
recent neurological evidence that identifies locational differences in processing of 
number related stimuli between different aged children (i.e., second and third graders) 
(Rosenberg-Lee, Barth, & Menon, 2011) as well as neurological plasticity that results 
from disparate instruction methods (Delazer et al., 2005), it is possible that children of 
different ages and who received different feedback will display divergent cortical-level 
processing.  
For example, given the same math problem, second-grade children have been 
shown to elicit greater working memory processes compared to their third-grade 
counterparts, while third-grade children elicited greater intraparietal activity (Rosenberg-
Lee et al., 2011). Ostensibly, this difference arises due to superior math performance in 
the third compared to second-grade children, and thus a greater reliance on working 
memory for second-grade children. These working memory processes manifest largely, 
although not exclusively, as activity in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), whereas efficient 
processing of number and number-related processes, including navigation of the mental 
number line (Hubbard, Piazza, Pinel, & Dehaene, 2005), occurs primarily in the 
intraparietal regions (i.e., parietal lobe) of the brain (Dehaene, Piazza, Pinel, & Cohen, 
2003). Therefore, third-grade children process math problems more “efficiently,” insofar 
as the neural regions recruited, than second-grade children. Similar locational “shifts” in 
neurological activity (i.e., plasticity) between the frontal and parietal lobes of the brain 
have been shown to occur as a result of both the difficulty of a given mathematics 
operation (Delazer et al., 2003; Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011) and instruction type for 
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solving a mathematics operation (Delazer et al., 2005). While it remains untested, I 
hypothesize that similar changes in neurological activity will occur when second- and 
third-grade children and adults perform number line estimations across increasingly 
larger scales. For example, I predict that third-grade children will easily estimate values 
within a small scale (e.g., 100), and will thus engage relatively little working memory 
processes. As this scale increases (e.g., 100,000), so too will their reliance on working 
memory processes, which will be observable by NIRS as an increase in PFC activation. 
Behaviorally, this increased activation in the PFC will be accompanied by greater error in 
the children’s number line estimations. Furthermore, I hypothesize that similar effects 
will occur within adults while they engage in estimation within extremely large 
estimation scales (e.g., billion and quadrillion). 
While previous literature suggests that adults accurately estimate number line 
locations across all scales, extant pilot data suggest that estimations on extremely large 
scales made under time pressure elicit errors that increase in magnitude and variability as 
the scale increases. Similar to children, I hypothesize that adults will recruit greater PFC 
activity throughout extremely large scale estimations, while greater intraparietal 
activation will be observed throughout smaller scale estimations. Finally, I hypothesize 
that redundant intersensory feedback (i.e., correction of initially inaccurate estimations 
through both visual and auditory stimulation) about estimation performance will enhance 
estimation accuracy and facilitate functional changes in neurological activation patterns 
such that estimations will be accomplished more efficiently, and will thus recruit 
intraparietal regions to a greater degree following multisensory feedback. Conversely, I 
predict that unisensory feedback will enhance number line estimation performance to a 
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lesser degree than multisensory feedback, and thus greater amounts of hemodynamic 
activity in the PFC will be observed as scales increase relative to multisensory feedback. 
 
Improving Number Line Estimations 
 
 
Children’s representation of number is a hotly debated topic. Behavioral evidence 
from number line estimation tasks, in which children estimate the position of a number 
on a line of a given scale (e.g., 15 out of 100), indicates that children may rely on 
approximate logarithmic representations of number early on in development then come to 
rely more heavily on accurate linear representations of number as they develop and gain 
experience throughout the educational process (Booth & Siegler, 2006; Laski & Siegler, 
2007; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Siegler & Opfer, 2003). Booth and Siegler argued that this 
pattern of behavior as indicative of an overall shift in children’s internal representation of 
number throughout development. Evidence for representational shift accounts come from 
the number line estimations of children across increasingly larger scales—estimations on 
small scales (e.g., 15 out of 100) are accurate and fall on a perfect diagonal slope such 
that y = x. However, as the scale is increased proportionately (e.g., 150 out of 1,000), 
children tend to overestimate the correct location of estimations within the scale such that 
a logarithmic function is apparent when their estimations are plotted (see Figure 1). This 
linear-to-log shift that results from scale increases is thought to represent children’s 
reliance on an intuitive logarithmic internal number line to estimate on unfamiliar scales 
(Dehaene, Izard, Spelke, & Pica, 2008). As children gain greater experience with 
increasingly larger scales their estimations become more linear, thus providing evidence 
that their internal representation of number becomes more linear with development. The 
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theory of poverty of input describes this tendency directly (Dehaene & Mehler, 1992). In 
short, this theory predicts that lack of experience is the sole reason that estimations are 
inaccurate, and once sufficient input about a scale is acquired estimations become 
accurate.  
Variations on theories that posit multiple representations have also suggested that 
children may concurrently possess a variety of approaches (i.e., strategies, rules, or 
representations) that compete with one another for use when solving problems such as 
number line estimations (Opfer & Siegler, 2007; Siegler, 1996). As children develop they 
learn the appropriateness of each approach for each type of problem and begin to choose 
the most appropriate approach most often. As a result of this learning process the child’s 
numerical performance improves (i.e., becomes more linear). However, if a child fails to 
learn the appropriateness of one approach over another, his performance will not change, 
leading to older children and adults sometimes continuing to use approaches that are 
typical of young children (i.e., logarithmic estimations). 
Opponents of the representational shift hypothesis argue that improvements in 
number line estimations are instead attributed to enhanced judgments of proportion, as 
opposed to alterations in internal representations of number (Barth & Paladino, 2011; Ni, 
2000). In short, while number and number line estimations are similar insofar as both 
involve numerical representations, number line estimations are essentially judgments of 
proportion because any such estimation cannot be made for a given digit without 
constraining it in proportion to a given scale (Barth & Paladino, 2011). Therefore, 
number line estimations may become more accurate with development, but this does not 
imply a shift in internal representations of number so much as greater proportional 
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estimation abilities. However, behavioral and neurological data alike link judgments of 
both number and proportion together during number line estimations (Hubbard et al., 
2005). 
No matter the exact nature of internal representations of number line estimations, 
the fact is that accurate performance correlates highly with performance in mathematics 
(Booth & Siegler 2006, 2008; Siegler & Booth, 2004). Facilitating accurate number line 
estimations has thus long been a priority for educators and psychologists alike. Often, 
children’s inaccurate (i.e., logarithmic) number line estimations arise from a lack of 
understanding about the number-to-scale relationship as the two increase proportionately. 
That is, children may not understand that the point on a line at which 15 out of 100 lies is 
the same point at which 150 out of 1,000 lies, and so on. A firm understanding of this 
relationship as demonstrated by accurate number line estimations translates to a better 
understanding of the structure of our decimal system in general, which is important when 
engaging in mathematics. Therefore, highlighting this scalar relationship between number 
and scale is both important and difficult. Many techniques have been developed to 
highlight this relationship across scales, including progressive alignment (Gentner, 
Lowensterin, & Hung, 2007; Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996; Thompson & Opfer, 2010) and 
analogy (Opfer & Siegler, 2007). Progressive alignment allows children to make 
similarity comparisons over concrete, perceptual similarities such as monotonic increases 
in size across differently shaped stimuli, which facilitates their ability to notice higher 
order relational commonalities across stimuli that possess fewer surface-level features in 
common (Kotovsky & Getner, 1996). Similarly, analogies (e.g., loaf of bread : single 
slice of bread :: lemon : ________?) have been used to highlight consistencies across 
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disparate stimuli in the hopes that the connections between dissimilar objects will 
generalize to tasks such as number line estimations across scales (Abdellatif, Cummings, 
& Maddux, 2008). Alternatively, proportional judgment accounts posit that providing 
children with “landmarks,” such as where 15 out of 100 would fall on a given line, allows 
them to readjust their estimations relative to the landmark and thus brings them closer to 
linearity (Barth & Paladino, 2011).  
For the present proposal, the exact mechanisms underlying children’s 
improvement in number line estimations across scales (e.g., shift in numerical 
representation vs. proportional judgment enhancement) is not of immediate importance. 
As discussed below, representations of both number and proportions are linked because 
of overlapping parietal circuits for representation of magnitudes such as number and 
attention to external space (Hubbard et al., 2005). Given this neurological overlap, I 
hypothesize that intersensory redundancy, which enhances the processing of number and 
other magnitudes will similarly enhance number line estimations.  
 
Neural Correlates of Numerical and Spatial Representations 
 
 
A wealth of neurological evidence implicates the intraparietal regions of the brain 
as being involved in both number and spatial processing (Hubbard et al., 2005). 
Individual circuits have been identified for many types of numerical processing. For 
example, patients suffering trauma to the inferior intraparietal region often demonstrate 
selective impairment in representing numerical quantities. Lesions in this region within 
the language dominant left hemisphere often cause number processing deficits ranging 
from impairment of numerical comprehension, production, and calculation (Cipolotti, 
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Butterworth, & Denes, 1991) to calculation specific impairments (Dehaene & Cohen, 
1997; Takayama, Sugishita, Akiguchi, & Kimura, 1994; Warrington, 1982). Importantly, 
these patients generally remain capable of identifying non-numerical ordinal relationships 
(e.g., correctly ordering the days of the week) and bisecting non-numerical stimuli (e.g., 
“What day is between Monday and Wednesday?”). This double dissociation between 
order and number meaning suggests that the two are separable and processed at least 
semi-independently (Turconi, 2002).  
Similarly, children with developmental dyscalculia, a condition that affects 
approximately 5% of children who exhibit normal intelligence but present a specific and 
persistent difficulty with calculation and mental arithmetic, possess various structural and 
functional alterations in the left intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and the PFC (Isaacs, Edmonds, 
Lucas, & Gadian, 2001). Children with dyscalculia have less grey matter in the left IPS, 
tend to have less right-parietal grey matter, and have grey matter abnormalities in regions 
of the PFC (Rotzer et al., 2008). Furthermore, a functional neuroimaging study of 
developmental dyscalculia found that children with dyscalculia did not have 
abnormalities in brain activation during number-comparison or calculation, but did show 
lower overall activation during approximate calculation in regions of the PFC and IPS 
(Kucian et al., 2006). Astonishingly, Cohen-Kadosh and colleagues (2007) found that 
virtually and temporarily lesioning the right parietal cortex in healthy adults by means of 
transcranial magnetic stimulation significantly impaired automatic number processing, 
implicating the right IPS as the region that is crucial for the automatic activation of 
numerical magnitude.  
Single-cell recording studies in the brains of nonhuman primates have also 
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directly implicated the IPS and PFC in numerical representations (Nieder, Freedman, & 
Miller, 2002; Nieder & Miller, 2004). Specific populations of neurons in both locations 
preferentially fire during the presentation of a particular numerosity. These number-
specific cells effectively represent cardinal values, or specific places on the ‘mental 
number line’ (Dehaene, 2011). Moreover, Tudusciuc and Neider (2007) demonstrated 
that length and numerosity were similarly encoded by functionally overlapping groups of 
parietal neurons, and that the activity of populations of quantity selective neurons 
contained accurate information about both continuous and discrete quantity. These 
findings have major implications for our ability to perform mathematics, as they provide 
evidence of biological structures that bridge the gap between analog and discrete 
representations of number, both of which are integral in performing mathematics 
(Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004).  
Neuroimaging studies provide perhaps the largest body of evidence to implicate 
the intraparietal regions in numerical processing. A review of fMRI studies investigating 
number-related processes reveals a tripartite organization of neural regions involved in 
numerical processing, including the IPS, the angular gyrus (AG), and the posterior 
superior parietal systems (Dehaene et al., 2003). The latter two areas are thought to be 
associated with broader functions than mere calculation (language-related processing and 
attentional processes, respectively). However, the IPS has been shown to be specifically 
responsive to number-related processes including mental arithmetic (Burbaud et al., 
1999; Chochon, Cohen, van de Moortele, & Dehaene, 1999; Dehaene, Spelke, Pinel, 
Stanescu, & Tsivkin, 1999; Lee, 2000; Menon, Rivera, White, Glover, & Reiss, 2000; 
Pesenti, Thioux, Seron, & De Volder, 2000; Simon, Cohen, Mangin, Le Bihan, & 
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Dehane, 2002), number comparisons (Chochon et al., 1999; Cohen & Dehaene, 1996; 
Dehaene, 1996; Langdon & Warrington, 1997; Le Clec’H et al., 2000; Pesenti et al., 
2000; Pineal, Dehaene, Riveiere, & Le Bihan, 2001; Rosselli & Ardila, 1989; Seymour, 
Reuter-Lorenz, & Gazzaniga, 1994; Thioux, Pesenti, De Volder, & Seron, 2002), 
category specific representation and processing of number (Dehaene, 1995; Le Clec’H et 
al., 2000; Pesenti et al., 2000; Thioux et al., 2002), parametric modulation of number 
(Dehaene, 1996; Kiefer & Dehaene, 1997; Piazza, Mechelli, Butterworth, & Price, 
2002a; Piazza, Mechelli, Price, & Butterworth, 2002b; Pinel et al., 2001; Stanescu-
Cosson et al., 2000), and unconscious quantity processing (Dehaene, 1992, 1997; 
Dehaene, Dehaene-Lambertz, & Cohen, 1998; Dehaene & Marques, 2002; Naccache & 
Dehaene, 2001). Moreover, responses in the parietal cortex are greater for numerical 
value than for other stimulus dimensions (Castelli, Glaser, & Butterworth, 2006; Dehaene 
& Cohen, 1997; Eger, Sterzer, Russ, Giraud, & Kleinschmidt, 2003; Naccache & 
Dehaene, 2001; Piazza, Izard, Pinel, Le Bihan, & Dehaene, 2004; Pinel, Piazza, Le 
Bihan, & Dehaene, 2004). However, as noted below, the intraparietal regions of the brain 
are also responsive to other continuous properties outside of number, such as size and 
luminance (Cohen-Kadosh, Cohen-Kadosh, & Henik, 2008; Pinel et al., 2004).  
Importantly, activity in the IPS adheres to psychophysical predictions seen in 
number-related behaviors such those predicted by Weber’s Law (Cantlon et al., 2009). 
For example, discrimination of numerical representations in the parietal cortex, at the 
neural level, is ratio dependent (Nieder, Diester, & Tudusciuc, 2006; Nieder & Miller, 
2004; Piazza et al., 2004; Pinel et al., 2001, 2004). Numerical ratio effects manifest as 
increased blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrasts to numerical values at fine 
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relative to crude ratios (Cantlon et al., 2009). In other words, greater hemodynamic 
fluctuations in oxygen levels occur in response to large compared to small ratios 
indicating greater mental activity as the ratio between stimuli approaches 1:1. This effect 
holds for numerical values presented in various notations including Arabic numerals, 
number words, and arrays of dots (Cohen-Kadosh et al., 2007; Piazza, Pinel, Le Bihan, & 
Dehaene, 2007), as well as for mathematic fractions (Jacob, Vallentin, & Neider, 2012). 
Each of these studies has identified a numerical ratio effect in BOLD activity during 
passive viewing of numerical stimuli without an explicit behavioral task. Furthermore, 
single-cell recording of number neurons in nonhuman primates has demonstrated that 
logarithmic plotting of the neurons’ activation assumes a Gaussian distribution about the 
numerical input, which is predicted by a logarithmic account (Nieder & Miller, 2004). 
These results support the assertion that the mental number line is logarithmic, which is 
predicted by Weber’s Law (Dehaene et al., 2003).  
Internal representations of number are thought to maintain a distinct spatial 
organization that is determined by the culture in which an individual develops. While 
studying the Mundurucu, an Amazonian indigene group with a reduced numerical lexicon 
and little or no formal education, Dehaene and colleagues (2008) demonstrated that 
Mundurucu adults mapped symbolic and nonsymbolic number onto a logarithmic scale, 
while Western adults mapped small or symbolic numbers linearly and non-symbolic 
numbers logarithmically. These findings suggest that the mapping of numbers onto space 
may be a universal practice and that this initial intuition of number is logarithmic. 
Moreover, these findings suggest that the concept of a linear number line may be a 
cultural invention that fails to develop in the absence of formal education (Dehaene et al., 
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2008). The assertion that humans possess a mental number line is supported by many 
behavioral studies that demonstrate various numerical-spatial interactions (Calabria & 
Rossetti, 2005; Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux, 1993; Denys et al., 2004; Fias, Brysbaert, 
Geypens, & D’ydewalle, 1996; Fias, Lauwereyns, & Lammertyn, 2001; Fischer, 2001; 
Fischer, Castel, Dodd, & Pratt, 2003; Hubbard et al., 2005; Lammertyn, Fias, & 
Lauwereyns, 2002), and was first proclaimed by Sir Francis Galton who documented that 
to most people, numbers seemed to occupy very precise locations in space (Galton, 
1880a, 1880b). Furthermore, neurological evidence in nonhuman primates implicates the 
IPS in various types of spatial cognition as well (Hubbard et al., 2005). Intraparietal 
regions including the lateral (Astafiev et al., 2003; Ben Hamed, Duhamel, Bremmer, & 
Graf, 2001; Medendorp, Goltz, Crawford, & Vilis, 2005; Sereno, Pitzalis, & Martinex, 
2001), ventral-intraparietal (Bremmer, Schlack, Duhamel, Graf, & Fink, 2001a), and 
anterior-intraparietal regions (Binkofski et al., 1998; Bonda, Petrides, Frey, & Evans, 
1995; Buccino et al., 2001; Chao & Martin, 2000; Culham et al., 2003; Grefkes, Weiss, 
Zilles, & Fink, 2002; Muhlau et al., 2005; Shikata et al., 2003) are directly involved in 
processing of events in space. The lateral-intraparietal region is active during saccadic 
eye movements and is thought to play a role in actively attending to peripheral targets 
(Astafiev et al., 2003). The ventral-intraparietal region responds selectively to motion in 
space within any sensory modality (Bremmer et al., 2001b), and the anterior-intraparietal 
region is involved in fine motor movements and grasping in space (Binkofski et al., 1998; 
Culham et al., 2003; Shikata et al., 2003). This overlap of neural structures related to 
processing of both number and space is thought to account for the behavioral interactions 
between representations of number and space (Hubbard et al., 2005; Walsh, 2003). 
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The lateral intraparietal region has been implicated in mediating shifts in attention 
across the mental number line as well as the external world (Hubbard et al., 2005). Direct 
involvement of the lateral-intraparietal region in both numerical and spatial cognition 
could explain many of the numerical-spatial interactions cited above, and provides a 
feasible biological bridge between number and spatial representations that number line 
estimations require. For example, the spatial-numerical association of response codes 
(SNARC) effect refers to the common finding that subjects respond more quickly to 
larger numbers if the response is on the right side of space, and to the left for smaller 
numbers, which indicates automatic spatial-numerical associations. Interestingly, the 
lateral-intraparietal region remains active even when attempts are made to disrupt the 
SNARC effect, such as by crossing hands. For example, Dehaene and colleagues (1993) 
required one group of subjects to use their right hands to respond to small values, and left 
hands to respond to large values. A reversal of the SNARC effect in this condition could 
indicate a dependence of the effect on the hand performing the response, thereby 
suggesting a hemispheric dominance effect. However, subjects in this condition 
demonstrated standard SNARC effects, thus indicting that the interaction between 
numerical magnitude and left-right spatial coordinates occurs at the level of a more 
abstract representation of the left-right axis. These findings have led many to theorize that 
consultation of the mental number line is akin to viewing a physical number line on 
paper. That is, we maintain an “eye-centered” spatial representation in the lateral-
intraparietal region that is unaffected by attempts to disrupt the effect (Dehaene et al., 
1993). Taken together, the neurological evidence described above highlights the 
important role that the intraparietal regions of the brain play in representing number and 
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space. As described below these same regions are highly involved in processing of 
crossmodal (i.e., intersensory) stimuli (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2009), and ultimately 
help give rise to humans’ ability to perform symbolic mathematics (Rosenberg-Lee et al., 
2011). 
Finally, recent evidence has demonstrated that neurological processing of 
fractions and proportions is accomplished within many of the same PFC and intraparietal 
areas in which whole numbers are processed. By habituating participants to a constant 
fraction, Jacob and colleagues (2012) identified significant increases in neural activity 
within the PFC and intraparietal regions when deviant fractions were displayed. 
Moreover, this increase in activity escalated in proportion to the numerical distance 
between the constant and deviant fractions, indicating adherence to Weber’s Law (Jacob 
& Neider, 2009; Jacob et al., 2012). Thus, the same regions that are involved in 
numerical, mathematical, and spatial processing are also implicated in processing of 
fractions. 
 
How Intersensory Redundancy Enhances Psychophysical Sensitivity 
 
 
Importantly, the neurological correlates described above coincide with 
psychophysical predictions such as Weber’s Law: discrimination of two continuous 
quantities is dependent on the ratio between them, such that as this ratio approaches 1:1 
discrimination suffers. Nieder and Miller (2004) demonstrated that both behavioral and 
neurological representations of number in the PFC of rhesus monkeys are best described 
by nonlinearly compressed scaling of numerical information, as postulated by Weber’s 
Law. In short, activity of a number specific neuron is highest for the number to which it 
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is tuned and decreases in activity as the numerical input becomes more distant from the 
tuned value (Cordes, Gelman, & Gallistel, 2001). The behavioral sensitivity of an 
organism (i.e., its ability to discriminate disparate quantities) is driven by the accuracy 
(i.e., lack of scalar variance) of its psychophysical representations.  
This relationship between psychophysical sensitivity and discrimination accuracy 
is not trivial. For example, Halberda, Mazzocco, and Feigenson (2008) identified a 
significant correlation between approximate number discrimination and math 
achievement. Fourteen-year-old children’s discrimination performance on an 
approximate number discrimination task correlated with standardized mathematics test 
scores as far back as kindergarten, and was not driven by differences in other cognitive 
and performance factors (Halberda et al., 2008). The authors argue that individual 
differences in approximate number discrimination acuity might give rise to individual 
differences in math ability. Importantly, this finding has recently been extended to 
college-entrance examination scores (Libertus, Odic, & Halberda, 2012). Similarly, 
Siegler and Booth (2004) identified a significant correlation between individual 
differences in number line estimations and math achievement scores in 6- to 8-year-old 
children. The correlation between psychophysical sensitivity and academic performance 
is very important and while any possible causal relationship between these correlations 
remains unidentified, it is clear that greater accuracy in discrimination of continuous 
quantities is positively correlated with performance in school mathematics. Importantly, 
we know from studies of intersensory redundancy that the way in which information 
about continuous quantities is presented can change discrimination performance.  
Discrimination of many analog properties is enhanced by the way in which 
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information about the property is provided. The intersensory redundancy hypothesis 
(Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000) describes the tendency for discriminations of analog 
properties to be enhanced following synchronous and redundant sources of information 
about the property from different modalities (Bahrick, Flom, & Lickliter, 2002; Flom & 
Bahrick, 2007; Lewkowicz & Lickliter, 1994). For example, 5-month-old infants are able 
to differentiate between two complex rhythms when they are presented bimodally, but 
not unimodally (Bahrick et al., 2002). Similarly intersensory redundancy in the form of 
synchronized vocalizations and object motion facilitates learning of arbitrary speech-
object relations in 7-month-old infants, which is not facilitated by unisensory stimulation 
(Gogate & Bahrick, 1998). In relation to numerical processing, intersensory redundancy, 
and even intrasensory redundancy to some extent, enhances 6-month-old infants’ 
numerical discrimination abilities to levels typically not seen until 9 months of age. That 
is, synchronous audiovisual information about number allows infants to successfully 
discriminate a 2:3 (e.g., 8 vs. 12) ratio of ball bounces, whereas unisensory information 
limits them to 1:2 (e.g., 8 vs. 16) ratio discriminations (Jordan, Suanda, & Brannon, 
2008). Concerning intrasensory redundancy, recent data suggest that multiple sources of 
information from within the same sensory modality, such as dual visual cues to stimulus 
change in the form of proportionately identical changes in number and size, have been 
shown to enhance discrimination abilities in 6-month-old infants (Baker & Jordan, in 
press). Infants were capable of discriminating a 2:3 difference in the number of bounces 
of a ball when the number change coincided with a 2:3 change in the size of the ball. 
Moreover, pre-school aged children in a numerical delayed match to sample task in 
which they receive multiple unisensory (audio or visual) and multisensory (audiovisual) 
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trials perform more accurately and demonstrate more linear representations on 
multisensory compared to unisensory trials (Jordan & Baker, 2011).  
What are the mechanisms that underlie benefits to discrimination by multisensory 
stimulation? The enhancing effects described by the intersensory redundancy hypothesis 
are thought to arise from an attraction to multisensory stimuli that contributes in critical 
ways to perceptual development (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2009). Because our 
environment is wrought with multiple stimuli, many of which occur in concert and 
potentially provide a good deal of information (e.g., the sound of the car approaching 
along with its increasing retinal image size), our ability to integrate diverse multisensory 
perceptual attributes is crucial to our ability to extract coherent meanings from ubiquitous 
communicative signals. In general, there are two theoretical points of view that explain 
organisms’ attraction to multisensory stimulation. The progressive framework theories 
suggest that organisms are either born with, or develop shortly after birth, the ability to 
perceive as a coherent whole multiple sensory cues that occur together in time. These 
theories posit that the large amounts of information inherent in multisensory cues attract 
infants’ attention, and that our ability to perceive and extract information from these 
sources develops progressively throughout the first year of life. As infants age they come 
to rely less on low-level attributes of multisensory stimuli, such as synchrony, and begin 
to attend to higher-level multisensory cues such as facial expressions and affect 
(Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2009).  
While behavioral evidence consistent with the progressive framework theory has 
been found, emerging neurological evidence suggests that a separate regressive action 
may be occurring. Perceptual narrowing describes the tendency for organisms to begin 
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life with the ability to perceive and discriminate between a wide range of stimuli (e.g., 
vowels and consonants, faces, music, etc.), and slowly lose those abilities throughout 
development until only the most relevant stimuli (e.g., vowels and consonants from the 
infant’s native language, faces of similar ethnicity, culturally relevant music, etc.) in the 
infant’s environment are readily perceived and discriminated. This phenomenon of 
perceptual narrowing has been demonstrated for many stimuli, both unisensory (Best, 
McRoberts, LaFleur, & Silver-Isenstadt, 1995; Cheour et al., 1998; Chiroro & Valentine, 
1995; Hannon & Trehub, 2005a, 2005b; Kelly et al., 2007, 2009; Kuhl, Williams, 
Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992; Kuhl, Tsao, & Liu, 2003; Pascalis, de Haan, & 
Nelson, 2002; Pascalis et al., 2005; Quinn et al., 2008; Sangrigoli, & de Schonen, 2004; 
Weikum et al., 2007; Werker & Tees, 1984), and importantly, multisensory (Lewkowicz 
& Ghazanfar, 2006; Lewkowicz, Leo, & Simion, 2010; Lewkowicz, Sowinksi, & Place, 
2008; Lewkowicz & Turkewitz, 1980; Pons, Lewkowicz, Soto-Faraco, & Sebastian-
Galles, 2009; Poulin-Dubois, Serbin, Kenyon, & Derbyshire, 1994) in nature. In short, 
perceptual narrowing is thought to occur because of strengthening of synaptic 
connections within neuronal circuits that are most active in the infants’ perceptual 
environment throughout development.  
The neurological underpinnings of multisensory processing are far from 
straightforward, although much effort has been made to understand the pathways and 
interactions amongst neuronal areas in relation to multisensory perception. Among the 
neurological areas most highly implicated in sensory convergence are the superior 
temporal sulcus (STS), the IPS, and the anterior cingulate (AC; Calvert, 2001). 
Furthermore, multisensory integrative cells, whose firing rate increases multiplicatively 
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when two or more sensory cues from different modalities appear in close temporal and 
spatial proximity, have been identified in many species including cats (Wallace, 
Meredith, & Stein, 1992; Wilkinson, Meredith, & Stein, 1996), rats (Barth, Goldberg, 
Brett, & Di, 1995), and monkeys (Duhamel, Colby, & Goldberg, 1991; Graziano & 
Gross, 1998; Mistlin & Perrett, 1990), indicating that similar biological processing of 
multisensory stimuli occurs in a diverse range of organisms. However, despite the 
presence of multisensory integrative cells, entire neural areas, rather than any individual 
site seem to be involved in the matching and integration of crossmodal inputs. For 
example, the STS is heavily implicated in the integration of complex featural 
information, particularly during the perception of audiovisual speech (Banati, Goerres, 
Tjoa, Aggleton, & Grasby, 2000; Callan, Callan, Kroos, & Vatlklotis-Bateson, 2001; 
Calvert, 2001; Calvert, Campbell, & Brammer, 2000; Raij, Utela, & Hari, 2001). The IPS 
appears to be specialized for synthesizing crossmodal spatial coordinate cues and 
mediating crossmodal links in attention (Banati et al., 2000; Bushara, Grafman, & 
Hallett, 2001; Bushara et al., 1999; Callan et al., 2001; Calvert, 2001; Eimer, 1999; 
Lewis, Beauchamp, & DeYoe, 2000; Macaluso, Frith, & Driver, 2000). Detection of 
temporal coincidences between crossmodal stimuli appears to be mediated in part by the 
predominantly subcortical posterior insula (Banati et al., 2000; Bushara et al. 2001; 
Calvert, 2001; Hadjikhani & Roland, 1998; Lewis et al., 2000). The involvement of the 
frontal cortex in multisensory integration is less understood, but seems to be involved in 
integrating newly acquired crossmodal associations, such that frontal areas may be 
recruited when associations between crossmodal cues are essentially arbitrary (Banati et 
al., 2000; Bushara et al., 2001; Callan et al., 2001; Calvert, 2001; Calvert et al., 2000; 
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Giard & Peronnet, 1999; Gonzalo, Shallice, & Dolan, 2000; Lewis et al., 2000; Raij et 
al., 2000).  
These findings serve to underscore the fact that the brains of many organisms are 
specially equipped to handle multisensory information and that processing of this 
information is not relegated to any one area. Moreover, these findings further implicate 
the intraparietal and prefrontal regions as being directly involved in the processing of 
number, space, and now multisensory integration, each of which is integral to the current 
proposal. Concerning my hypothesized interaction between intersensory redundancy and 
number line estimations, these commonalities among neural regions are very important. 
Namely, number line estimations require a combination of numerical and spatial 
representations. Next, intersensory redundancy provides multisensory information that 
increases the salience of redundant quantitative properties. Because each of these 
properties (number and space) are processed at least in part in the intraparietal regions, it 
is possible that enhancing performance of any one process subserved by the intraparietal 
region by way of intersensory redundancy may enhance other processes (i.e., number and 
space) that the region is also responsible for processing, through overlapping circuitry. 
This claim is strengthened by behavioral evidence demonstrating enhanced 
discrimination of number and other continuous properties, which are also processed 
within the intraparietal regions of the brain, following intersensorily redundant stimulus 
presentation. 
 
Neurological Plasticity of Number Processing 
 
 
Neurological patterns in response to number and other quantitative stimuli are not 
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fixed. Much variation in these patterns occurs throughout development. For example, 3-
month-old infants demonstrate similar scalp voltage topographies in response to 
numerical stimuli as adults and 4-year-old children, but differ slightly in the regions of 
activation when they are viewing changes in number (Izard, Dehaene-Labertz & 
Dehaene, 2008). By the age of 4, children exhibit a number-selective response in parietal 
cortex to numerical values expressed nonsymbolically (Cantlon, Brannon, Carter, & 
Pelphrey, 2006), and by the age of 5 children demonstrate neurological activity that is 
modulated by the difference between numerical values for Arabic numerals and arrays of 
dots (Temple & Posner, 1998). Similarly, Rosenberg-Lee and colleagues (2011) 
identified a significant shift in neurological processing of numerical stimuli within 
intelligence-matched children between grades 2 and 3. When asked to solve simple and 
complex two-operand addition problems that were age-matched for difficulty, second-
grade children demonstrated greater reliance on the PFC compared to third-grade 
students. Conversely, with development came a global shift in activation towards the 
intraparietal region. Given the reliance on this region in numerical processing in adults, 
these data serve to implicate these years of schooling as a time in which this frontal-to-
parietal shift may occur in response to simple mathematics problems. Moreover, similar 
developmental shifts towards a greater reliance on intraparietal regions have also been 
shown across a diverse range of ages and mathematical problem types such as subtraction 
and multiplication of single digits (Kawashima et al., 2004), approximate addition 
(Kucian, von Aster, Loenneker, Dietrich, & Martin, 2008), and mixed addition and 
subtraction problems (Rivera, Reiss, Eckert, & Menon, 2005). It is unknown if similar 
neurological patterns are present in second- and third-grade children when they are 
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engaged in number line estimations. However, given the similarities insofar as use of 
numerical representation and working memory processes between number line 
estimations and the math problems used in these studies it is possible that analogous 
neurological activity patterns when solving both problem types may be observed.  
Moreover, both instruction type and method of presentation of numerical stimuli 
affect neurological response patterns. Delazer and colleagues (2005) trained adults to 
solve one set of math problems with a “training by drill” method (i.e., rote learning the 
result of two-operand problems), and a second set with a “training by strategy” method 
(i.e., applying an instructed algorithm to two-operand problems). The results 
demonstrated significantly greater reliance on the PFC for the drill method, whereas 
activity in the strategy method was primarily allocated to the intraparietal regions, 
indicating that the type of instruction modulates intraparietal activation during 
mathematical processing. Moreover, Delazer and colleagues identified a positive 
relationship between PFC activity and reaction time. The authors argue that greater use of 
the PFC during mathematical calculations is indicative of greater cognitive effort needed 
to solve the problems. Conversely, effective training methods, and hence dominant 
intraparietal activity throughout calculations and faster reaction times, are indicative of 
less cognitive effort. This conclusion also holds for a second study, which indicates that 
parietal activation is greater following processing of trained versus untrained 
multiplication problems, whereas the reverse is true for PFC activity (Delazer et al., 
2003). These results indicate that, while it is possible to solve math problems when 
activity is primarily relegated to the PFC, less cognitive effort is expended when 
processing of mathematical information is relegated to the intraparietal region. Thus, it is 
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important to identify instructional strategies and methods that facilitate processing in the 
intraparietal region of the brain.  
It remains to be seen if intersensory redundancy will facilitate differential frontal 
and parietal changes in neural activation. Therefore, imaging the brains of children and 
adults performing number line estimations will serve a dual role: I will be able to identify 
whether such neurological activation changes occur across age and scales when 
performing number line estimations, as well as determine the effect of intersensory 
redundancy on number line accuracy and its neurological correlates. Given previous 
findings demonstrating frontal-to-parietal shifts in neural activation between second- and 
third-grade aged children engaged in other numerical processes, it is predicted that I will 
observe similar hemodynamic fluctuations here. Also, recent pilot data demonstrating 
that adult’s number line estimation errors positively correlate with rises in very large 
scales (e.g., billion and quadrillion) indicate that adults and children may be similar in 
their estimation abilities. As a result similar neurological patterns between the two age 
groups in response to both rises in scale and intersensory feedback may be present. 
 
The Present Study 
 
 
Number line estimations are an important indicator of children’s understanding of 
number. Those children who perform accurately on number line estimations have a better 
understanding of the spatial distribution of number along their mental number line, and 
perform better in school mathematics than children who estimate poorly (Booth & 
Siegler, 2006; Siegler & Booth 2004). Because of this, much effort has been made to 
facilitate accurate number line estimation performance in children (see Thompson & 
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Opfer, 2010). Of those methods that have yet to be applied to this domain is intersensory 
redundancy, which posits that multiple synchronous sources of information presented 
across two or more sensory modalities enhance representations of amodal properties such 
as number.  
Given the overlap in neurological processing of number and space, both of which 
are necessary to make accurate number line estimations, it is possible that intersensory 
redundancy may enhance number line estimations as well. That is, providing 
synchronous multisensory (e.g., audiovisual) information about the correct location of a 
target number on a virtual number line may make the positional relationship of numbers 
both within and across scales more salient. Here, three experiments will be conducted to 
test the effect of intersensory redundancy on number line estimation accuracy and 
response time across scales, as well as to contrast this effect across age. Behaviorally, I 
hypothesize that the enhancing effects of intersensory redundancy will manifest as 
greater accuracy and faster response times across all scales and age groups for number 
line estimations following multisensory feedback compared to unisensory (audio or 
visual) feedback. Also, it is likely that significant age effects will be observed, such that 
third-grade children will outperform second-grade children across all scales. Similarly, I 
expect to identify a significant effect of scale, such that all age groups will perform less 
accurately and will respond more slowly as scales rise in magnitude. Moreover, by 
recording neurological activation patterns throughout each estimation by way of NIRS, I 
will be capable of identifying changes in neural activation patterns that may occur in 
response to number line estimations across scales. These differences in activation patterns 
may be present across ages, scales, and following multisensory compared to unisensory 
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number line stimulation.  
Based on extant pilot data that demonstrate significant behavioral differences in 
adult number line estimations within the task proposed below, Experiment 1 will test 
whether significant activation changes are present as adults complete a speeded number 
line task across large scales (e.g., billion and quadrillion). Next, Experiment 2 will test 
this effect using smaller, more age appropriate scales (e.g., hundred and hundred 
thousand) in second- and third-grade children, aged 7-9. Previous studies have identified 
this age range as being crucial in the development of accurate linear representations of 
number (Siegler, 1996) as well as implicating this developmental stage as a time during 
which large neurological shifts occur during numerical problem-solving (Rosenberg-Lee 
et al., 2011). I hypothesize that increases in scale for both adults and children will result 
in greater error in number line estimations as well as increased neurological activity in 
the PFC. Similarly, I hypothesize that a significant decrease in PFC activation will occur 
following the feedback phase of the task. Furthermore, I hypothesize that adult and child 
number line estimation accuracy will be significantly enhanced following multisensory 
compared to unisensory estimation feedback. Neurologically, multisensory feedback will 
facilitate greater reliance on, and hence greater hemodynamic activity in the parietal lobe 
throughout estimations across all scales. Finally, Experiment 3 will directly compare 
children’s’ and adults’ neurological responses to their respective number line estimation 
tasks. Such comparisons will allow identification of the degree to which children and 
adults differ in response to number line estimations across age-appropriate scales. 
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CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENT 1  
 
The Effect of Intersensory Redundancy on Number Line Estimation 
Accuracy and Hemodynamic Response Patterns in Adults 
 
 Extant studies of number line estimation performance in adults demonstrate that 
they are accurate in their estimations across many scale magnitudes (Booth & Siegler, 
2006, 2008; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Thompson & Opfer, 2010). However, as noted by 
Siegler and Booth, this consistency might not hold true if adults are required to make 
estimates on extremely large scales, and if their time to make such estimates were 
limited. Moreover, as the poverty of input theory (Dehaene & Mehler, 1992) suggested, 
estimations within scales with which adults tend to have little experience (e.g., billion, 
quadrillion) may reveal estimation performance that mirrors that of children on smaller 
scales. Should adults demonstrate similar estimation performance as children under these 
conditions, it is reasonable to suspect that similar neurological response patterns would 
also exist. That is, estimations on unfamiliar scales may elicit differential amounts of pre-
frontal activation as working memory and problem solving processes are evoked to assist 
in the estimation process. Conversely, on relatively smaller scales such as those used in 
past studies (Booth & Siegler, 2006, 2008; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Thompson & Opfer, 
2010) adults are likely capable of making accurate estimations without the use of 
extensive working memory processes. Thus, neural activation during number line 
estimations on small scales may be relegated to the intraparietal regions of adult brains. 
Moreover, it is feasible that intersensory redundancy will enhance adults’ number line 
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estimation accuracy on large-scale estimations as well as facilitate greater activation in 
the intraparietal regions as the number line scale increases. 
 
Participants 
 
 
In all, 27 (female = 15, mean age = 19 years, range = 18-26 years) right-handed 
adults were recruited for participation in this study by way of SONA participant 
recruitment services and were given partial course credit for their participation. All adult 
participants were typically developing, did not have a diagnosis of a learning disability, 
had normal hearing, normal or corrected to normal vision, and were native English 
speakers.  
 
Setting and Apparatus 
 
 
All experimental sessions were conducted in the Utah State University NIRS 
Laboratory, housed within the Emma Eccles Early Childhood Educational Research 
Center. All trials occurred on a PC desktop computer running Windows XP®, and were 
presented by E-Prime Stimulus Presentation Software (Schneider, Eschman, & 
Zuccolotto, 2002a 2002b). Along with an accurate record of number line estimation 
response time and accuracy, E-Prime also provided accurate stimulus timing throughout 
the task, which is necessary in order to accurately map NIRS data onto real-time events 
(e.g., number line estimation trials) experienced by the participant throughout the task 
(see Appendix A for exact trial structure). The screen resolution was set to 1020 x 1280 
pixels. 
To assess changes in the cortical concentration of oxygenated hemoglobin 
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 (Niedermeyer, & da Silva, 2004; Okamoto et al., 2004). The system is based on the 
relationship between head size and specific neurological landmarks. Head size is 
determined by measuring the actual distance between the nasion (i.e., the depressed area 
between the eyes) and the inion (i.e., the lowest point of the skull from the back of the 
head, normally indicated by a prominent bump). The “10” and “20” refer to the fact that 
the actual distances between each neurological landmark are either 10% or 20% of the 
total nasion-to-inion distance.  
For probe set 1, the middle optode on the first row of the set was placed directly 
over Fpz (i.e., 10% of nasion-to-inion distance above the nasion, directly on the midline 
of the head, which marks the frontopolar midpoint of the pre-frontal cortex. For probe set 
2, the middle optode in the second row of the set was placed directly over Pz (i.e., 70% of 
nasion-to-inion distance from nasion), which marks the midpoint of the parietal cortex 
(see Figure 2). 
All functional regions of interest (fROI) used throughout the analyses were 
identified a priori based on previous fMRI studies of math processing in children and 
adults (see Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Delazer et al., 2005; Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011) 
and were localized for each participant based on their correspondence to the Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) standardized neurological coordinate system (Okamoto et 
al., 2004). MNI coordinates of NIRS observation channels were obtained immediately 
after each scan session through measurements made by a 3D magnetic space digitizer 
(FASTRAK, Polhemus, Cochester, VT), which provides an accurate measurement of the 
NIRS optode positions and thus each observation channel, within a real-world coordinate 
system (Singh, Okamoto, Dan, Jurcak, & Dan, 2005). Following these measurements, 
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anatomical labels of the neural regions convolved within each NIRS observation channel 
were obtained and were used to identify the NIRS observation channels that constitute 
each fROI. Because of its low spatial resolution, a measurable amount of overlap 
between neighboring neural locations was present within each NIRS observation channel. 
In order to reduce the inclusion of channels with such overlap within each fROI, an 
inclusion criterion of >25% overlap with the anatomical location of interest was imposed 
when identifying the channels that constitute an fROI.  
See Appendices C and D for schematics of the fROIs within the frontal and 
parietal probe sets, respectively. In the prefrontal cortex, fROIs included the medial PFC 
(channels 7, 11, 12, 16), and the left dorsolateral PFC (channels: 6, 10, 11, 15, 19, and 20; 
Delazer et al., 2005; Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011). In the parietal cortex, fROIs included 
the left intraparietal sulcus (channels 28, 32, 33, and 37), the left angular gyrus (channels 
32 and 36), the right intraparietal sulcus (channels 30, 34, 35, and 39), and the right 
angular gyrus (channels: 13 and 18; Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Delazer et al., 2005; 
Rosenberg-Lee et al., 2011). Because spatial resolution of NIRS is poor with a 
nonoverlapping geometric arrangement of optodes (e.g., no better than the emitter-
detector distance of 30mm) and no anatomical image was taken, the non-ROI was limited 
to channels outside each ROI and were thus excluded from further analyses. 
 
Experimental Design and Procedure 
 
 
A mixed block and event-related design was employed. All participants 
experienced three distinct experimental blocks, each consisting of 30 number line 
estimation trials, in a set order (see Appendix A for adult trial structure). As one purpose 
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of the current study was to assess the effect of condition-relevant feedback on number 
line estimations, each block was named based on its position relative to the feedback 
portion of the task (i.e., block two). That is, block one was “prefeedback,” block two was 
“feedback,” and block three was “postfeedback.” The estimation trials within each block 
(described in detail below) were randomized prior to data collection. Each participant 
was then exposed to the same randomized trial structure, thus resulting in pseudo-
randomness. In this manner, neurological responses related to each scale magnitude 
“event” (i.e., trial) throughout the task could be captured in isolation, without being 
predictably related to the previous or following trial magnitudes. Thus, the presentation 
method throughout each block is said to be ‘event-related’. The predefined trial onsets 
and their respective durations reported in Appendix A were thus used to define the GLM 
design matrix (i.e., Xn) for which the corresponding parameter matrix (i.e., βn) was 
estimated (see NIRS Data Analysis and Outcomes section below for further explanation 
of the GLM design matrix). 
 The experiment began and ended with a 30 second rest period in which each 
participant was asked to close his/her eyes and clear his/her mind. Similarly, each 
experimental block was separated by identical 30-second rest periods, after which a 
“ding” sound was presented so that the participants knew when to open their eyes and 
prepare for the next phase of the task. Within each experimental block the participants 
completed 15 trials of both scales (i.e., billion and quadrillion), totaling 90 trials (15 trials 
x 2 scales = 30 trials per block x 3 blocks = 90 total trials). Within blocks one and three, 
the duration of each trial was exactly seven seconds. This duration was raised to nine 
seconds in block two to account for the feedback that was given during the final two 
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seconds of each trial.  
 See Figure 3 for trial structure schematic. Each trial contained four distinct 
sections: First, a brief ITI was presented that ranged between two, four, six, or eight 
seconds. Each ITI was presented an equal number of times (̅ݔ = 5s), and appeared simply 
as a ‘+’ in the center of the computer screen for its duration. Next, the estimation 
statement (e.g., “Out of scale, show me value”) was presented for 3 seconds. The “scale” 
and “value” within the estimation statement were presented as words, rather than Arabic 
numerals (e.g., “Out of one billion, show me twenty million”). Each value was limited 
to a three-word description plus its scale (e.g., “six hundred thirty trillion”; see Appendix 
E for exact numbers used). Therefore, each target value in the estimation statement 
contained no more than four words. In order to maintain consistency across scales and 
blocks, the same numerical values were used throughout each block of the task, and only 
differed by the magnitude of their scale (e.g., “six hundred thirty trillion” and “six 
hundred thirty million” appeared in each block). In this manner, it was possible to assess 
estimation inaccuracies that arise strictly because of an increase in numerical magnitude, 
while all other factors are held constant. After three seconds the estimation statement 
disappeared and was replaced by the response line, which was simply a blank line on 
which the participant clicked his/her mouse on the location marking his/her estimation 
point. The response line was exactly 1,000 pixels in length and was flagged on each end 
with short vertical lines that denoted its end points. The response line always appeared in 
the center of the computer screen and was the only object on the screen throughout the 
participants’ estimation. Each participant was given up to three seconds to respond on the  
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response line.1 Immediately upon the participant’s response the response display (i.e., a 
blue vertical “hash mark”) appeared on the location of the participant’s mouse click. This 
response display remained visible for at least one second; however, its total presentation 
duration was allowed to vary depending on the speed of the participant’s response, so that 
a total trial duration of seven seconds could be maintained. For example, if a participant 
responded exactly 1 second after the onset of the response line, the response display must 
have remained visible for 3 seconds in order to maintain a seven second trial duration 
(e.g., 3 second estimation statement presentation + 1 second response time + 3 second 
response display time = 7 total seconds). However, if a subject responded exactly 2 
seconds after the onset of the response line, the response display must have remained 
visible for 2 seconds in order to maintain a seven second trial duration (e.g., 3 second 
estimation statement presentation + 2 second response time + 2 second response display 
time = 7 seconds). Finally, if the participant failed to respond on the response line within 
three seconds after the offset of the estimation statement, the response line remained 
blank for one additional second (e.g., 3 second estimation statement presentation + 3 
second response time opportunity + 1 second blank response line = 7 seconds), and the 
trials moved forward as programmed. Participants were not able to adjust their estimates 
after their initial estimation. 
 This trial structure was maintained throughout each block of the task. However, 
within the feedback block, an extra two seconds of condition relevant feedback (i.e., 
visual, auditory, audiovisual) was presented immediately after the 7-second trial length. 
                                                 
1 In order to reduce the tendency for participants to leave their cursor on a predetermined point on the line 
in between trials, the program automatically reset the cursor position between trials. 
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Thus, all trials within the feedback block lasted a total of 9 seconds. Each feedback type 
is described below. 
 
Visual Feedback 
 Visual feedback was provided by a vertical red “hash mark” placed on the trial’s 
correct value-to-scale location on the response line. As the purpose of the feedback was 
to provide the participants with information that allows them to compare their own 
estimation location relative to the correct location on the line, their own blue response 
display remained visible throughout the feedback portion of each trial. Therefore, their 
own estimation location and the correct location could be observed simultaneously 
throughout the two seconds of feedback within each trial. On trials in which the 
participant provided no response, the feedback display appeared alone on the response 
line for two seconds.  
 
Auditory Feedback 
 Auditory feedback was provided as a pair of tones that varied in loudness 
depending on the spatial relationship on the response line between the participant’s 
estimation response (tone 1: participant’s response tone), and the correct value-to-scale 
location (tone 2: correct response tone). Throughout the feedback block of this condition, 
the participant’s response display was accompanied by a pure tone (3000Hz) whose 
volume was position dependent. Specifically, a quiet-to-loud volume orientation was 
mapped onto the left-to-right physical orientation of the response line: The decibel level 
on the far left side of the line was approximately 10dB, while the far right side of the line 
was approximately 100dbB. Thus, a point on the left side of the response line coincided 
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with a tone that was quieter than a tone that coincided with a point on the right side of the 
line. Throughout the 2-second-feedback portion of each trial, a second tone was presented 
whose volume represented the correct value-to-scale location on the line. However, as 
humans’ psychophysical discrimination of volume change is not linear, this volume 
orientation was scaled, using Steven’s Power Law, so that a one-unit spatial change in 
left-to-right location on the line resulted in a one-unit psychophysical increase in the 
volume of the tone. The general form of the Steven’s power law (ψ(I)= kIa) defines the 
relationship between the physical magnitude of a stimulus and its perceived intensity 
(Stevens, 1957). According to this power function, I is the magnitude of a stimulus, ψ(I) 
is the psychophysical function relating to the physical magnitude of the sensation evoked 
by the stimulus, a is an exponent that depends on the type of stimulation, and k is a 
proportionality constant that depends on the type of stimulation and the units used. An 
exponent of 1 indicates that the perceived intensity of a stimulus coincides directly with 
its physical magnitude. According to Stevens, the exponent associated with perception of 
volume change is .67, suggesting that a greater than 1 unit increase in the physical 
magnitude of a tone is needed to perceive a one unit increase in perception of volume. 
Thus, solving for I (i.e., physical magnitude of the tone at each point along the line) 
within Stevens’ power function allowed for an estimation of successive volume increases 
across each physical unit of the line that would more accurately approach perceptual 
linearity. Therefore, participants were able to compare the accuracy of their estimations 
based on the magnitude of volume difference between their response tones and the 
correct location tones.  
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Audiovisual Feedback 
 The audiovisual feedback condition provided a combination of both the visual and 
auditory feedback simultaneously. That is, similar to the auditory feedback condition, a 
position-dependent response tone (e.g., tone 1) accompanied the participants’ response 
display on the response line. Next, similar to the visual feedback condition, a red “hash 
mark” was presented in the correct value-to-scale location. However, in the audiovisual 
feedback condition, the red “hash mark” was also accompanied by a correct response 
tone (e.g., tone 2) whose volume also indicated the correct value-to-scale location. 
Therefore, participants received simultaneous audiovisual information about their 
estimation locations as well as the correct locations of the estimation values, and were 
thus able to use this combined sensory information to inform future estimations.  
 
Practice Trial 
 
 Immediately prior to beginning the task, each participant engaged in a practice 
session that introduced him or her to the task, as well as to the condition relevant 
feedback that they would experience. Participants were first shown an example 
estimation statement, in which a target and scale that were not used throughout the task 
were displayed (e.g., “Out of one hundred, show me twenty”). It was explained to the 
participant that he or she would have exactly three seconds to read this sentence before 
making his or her estimation. Next, participants were shown a blank estimation response 
line. The experimenter highlighted for the participant the end points of the line and 
described that the line was intended to represent the scale that was read in the prior 
estimation statement. The participant was then instructed to click on the line in the 
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location that represented “twenty out of one hundred.” This resulted in the blue response 
display being shown. As this section of the practice was completely experimenter driven 
(i.e., not automatically timed, as throughout the task), it was possible to make sure the 
participant understood how each trial would progress. Next, each participant underwent 
at least five practice trials that were structured and timed exactly like the trials they 
experienced throughout the task, except that the scale magnitudes used were smaller than 
those used throughout the task. These practice trials allowed the participant to become 
familiar with the pacing of each trial, while not being exposed to the scale magnitudes 
that were to be used throughout the task.  
 Next, each participant was introduced to his or her condition-relevant feedback. 
First, a series of animations demonstrated the type of feedback that would be received. 
These animations were identical across each feedback condition, and only varied insofar 
as the type of feedback they produced. As with the initial practice section above, this 
section was experimenter driven so that participants understood the feedback that they 
would receive. If the participant expressed confusion, the feedback instructions were 
repeated. Following this introduction, each participant then underwent an additional 5 
feedback trials that progressed in the same manner as throughout the task. Following 
these practice trials, the NIRS cap was placed on the participant’s head, and the task 
moved forward as programmed.  
 
Behavioral Data Analysis and Outcomes 
 
 
In order to examine the accuracy of numerical estimates across each experimental 
block, we first converted a participant’s estimation point to a numerical value by taking 
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the proportion of the line indicated by the participant (i.e., linear distance from “0” mark 
to the participant’s estimation point, divided by the total length of the line) and then 
multiplied this proportion by the scale value. Next, the percent absolute error (PAE) of 
each estimate (0-100%) was calculated by dividing the mean absolute difference between 
each estimated value and the actual value, divided by the total scale. Finally, accuracy 
scores were computed by subtracting percent absolute error from 100% (see Thompson & 
Opfer, 2010 for review; see Table 1 for accuracy means and standard deviations). These 
accuracy scores were then subjected to repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
as follows. 
See Figure 4 for adults’ block x scale performance. First, a 3 (block) x 2 (scale) x 
3 (feedback condition) repeated measures ANOVA of adults’ number line estimation 
accuracy identified a significant main effect of block, F(1.4, 36.41) = 35.68, MSE = 
 
Table 1 
 
Adults’ Estimation Accuracy Means and Standard Deviations 
 
 Prefeedback 
─────────── 
Feedback 
─────────── 
Postfeedback 
──────────── 
Variable Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Auditory       
 One billion 89.040 15.487 91.735 10.683 93.375 7.942 
 One quadrillion 89.899 10.749 91.179 12.360 91.859 10.608 
Visual       
 One billion 92.096 8.613 95.455 7.141 95.093 4.822 
 One quadrillion 91.882 9.456 94.650 6.662 95.834 5.009 
Audiovisual       
 One billion 91.939 8.762 95.597 4.296 95.179 7.821 
 One quadrillion 89.934 10.160 94.891 7.000 95.702 4.185 
Combined       
 One billion 91.025 10.954 94.262 7.373 94.549 6.862 
 One quadrillion 90.572 10.122 93.573 8.674 94.465 6.601 
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Note. Perfect performance is seen within each subplot by the checkered line with an intercept of 0 and a 
slope of 1. Each dot represents the average estimation location (y-axis) for each estimation value (x-axis) 
within each block x scale condition. A trend line has been overlaid to highlight the average overall 
performance and standard error (shaded area surrounding each trend line) within each condition. A trend 
line that lies below the perfect performance line indicates a tendency to underestimate the correct location 
on the line. 
 
Figure 4. Adult’s block x scale estimation performance. 
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305.68, H-F p< .001, partial η2= .598; indicating that estimations became more accurate 
as participants progressed across blocks. No other main effects or interactions were 
significant (see Table 2 for breakdown of accuracy comparisons). Individual pairwise 
comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments identified significant differences in accuracy 
between the prefeedback and feedback conditions (p < .001), and between the pre- and 
postfeedback conditions (p < .001). The pairwise comparison between the feedback and 
postfeedback condition approached significance (p = .07).  
 See Figure 5 for response time performance and Table 3 for response time means 
and standard deviations. An identical 3 x 2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA of response 
times identified a significant main effect of scale, F(1, 48) = 5.15, MSE = 42186.62, H-F 
p = .033, partial η2 = .177; driven by faster reaction times for small compared to large 
scales. Similarly to the analysis of accuracy, the main effect of block was also significant 
for response time, F(1.95, 48) = 16.65, MSE=  460879.37, H-F p <  .001, partial η2 = 
.410; indicating that participants’ response times decreased as they progressed through 
 
Table 2 
 
Breakdown of Adults’ Estimation Accuracy Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.444 4.38.386 303.662 35.682 .0001 .598 
Block x condition 2.887 26.708 9.248 1.087 .366 .083 
Scale 1 6.159 6.159 .540 .470 .022 
Scale x condition 2 3.093 1.546 .136 .874 .011 
Block x scale 1.514 2.725 1.800 .319 .668 .013 
Block x scale x condition 3.028 32.853 10.851 1.924 .143 .138 
Condition 2 281.829 140.915 1.784 .189 .129 
1 Estimation accuracy increased from pre- to postfeedback. 
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Note. The bold line in the middle of each boxplot represents the median response time for each scale. 
Seventy-five percent of response time values fall below the top line of each box, while 25% fall below the 
bottom line of each box. The lines extending from each box (e.g., whiskers) provide an indicator of the 
range of values along the y-axis. Black boxes represent small-scale estimations. 
 
Figure 5. Adults’ estimation response times across each block x scale condition. 
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Table 3 
 
Adults’ Response Time Means and Standard Deviations 
 
 Prefeedback 
─────────── 
Feedback 
─────────── 
Postfeedback 
──────────── 
Variable Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Auditory       
 One billion 1675.281 493.539 1486.872 427.872 1408.591 442.169 
 One quadrillion 1645.795 417.244 1542.800 413.203 1477.852 451.142 
Visual       
 One billion 1765.184 402.700 1734.391 427.848 1639.842 432.329 
 One quadrillion 1793.211 417.629 1746.429 436.094 1639.438 391.955 
Audiovisual       
 One billion 1590.805 397.869 1444.425 382.453 1437.970 415.752 
 One quadrillion 1644.132 417.086 1487.400 395.065 1476.879 470.191 
Combined       
 One billion 1677.090 431.369 1555.229 412.724 1495.468 430.083 
 One quadrillion 1694.379 417.320 1592.210 414.787 1531.390 437.763 
 
 
the task. No other main effects or interactions were significant (see Table 4 for 
breakdown of response time comparisons). Moreover, response times within the 
prefeedback condition were significantly longer than those of the feedback condition (p = 
.003), and those of the postfeedback condition (p < .001). Similar to the effects seen in 
the analyses of accuracy, the response time difference between the feedback and 
postfeedback conditions approached significance (p = .09). 
 Next, in order to identify whether a linear or logarithmic function best fit the 
correlation between estimation accuracy and scale across each experimental condition, a 
combination of linear and non-linear regression analyses were conducted for each scale x 
block pair. The R2 value provided following each of these analyses were compared, and 
the higher of the two values was considered to be the better fit. Consistent with previous  
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Table 4 
Breakdown of Adults’ Response Time Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.954 900507.984 460879.174 16.647 .0001 .410 
Block x condition 3.908 90539.640 23169.063 .837 .506 .065 
Scale 1 42186.624 42186.624 5.148 .0332 .177 
Scale x condition 2 7739.591 3869.795 .472 .629 .038 
Block x scale 2 2011.290 1005.645 .130 .878 .005 
Block x scale x condition 4 17820.587 4455.147 .576 .682 .046 
Condition 2 1395728.215 697864.108 1.996 .158 .142 
1Response times decreased from pre- to postfeedback. 
2Response times were significantly faster for small- compared to large-scale trials. 
 
studies (Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Thompson & Opfer, 2008, 2010), median values were 
used to reduce the impact of outliers at the group level (although similar logarithmic and 
linear fits were obtained with mean values). Across each scale x block pair, adults’ 
estimation accuracy was better fit by linear than logarithmic functions (small scale x 
prefeedback: linear R2= .97 > logarithmic R2= .78; small scale x feedback: linear R2= .99 
> logarithmic R2= .85; small scale x postfeedback: linear R2= .99 > logarithmic R2= .86; 
large scale x prefeedback: linear R2= .97 > logarithmic R2= .76; large scale x feedback: 
linear R2= .97 > logarithmic R2= .77; large scale x postfeedback: linear R2= .99 > 
logarithmic R2= .87).  
 
NIRS Data Analysis and Outcomes 
 
 
Each treatment of NIRS data reported below was conducted with NIRS-SPM 
NIRS analysis package (Ye, Tak, Jang, Jung, & Jang, 2009) for Matlab®. Initially, the 
modified Beers-Lambert law was used to convert raw optical density data recorded by the 
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ETG 4000 device into units of volume, which provide an indicator of oxygenated (O2Hb) 
and deoxygenated (O2Hr) hemoglobin concentration levels within the blood of the cortex 
at each observation. Previous research has found oxygenated hemoglobin to be a more 
informative marker of cognitive processing compared to deoxygenated hemoglobin (e.g., 
Baird et al., 2002; Bortfeld, Fava, & Boas 2009; Grossmann et al., 2008; Minagawa-
Kawai, Mori, Hebden, & Dupoux, 2008; Peña et al., 2003; Wilcox, Bortfeld, Woods, 
Wruck, & Boas, 2008; Wilcox et al., 2009). Therefore, only oxygenated hemoglobin data 
was used throughout the following analyses. Next, because several physiological 
processes (e.g., respiration, blood-pressure changes, heartbeat, etc.) are known to produce 
structured “noise” within the data (i.e., autocorrelation) a precoloring treatment was 
performed, through which such temporal correlations are “swamped” by an imposed 4s 
Gaussian temporal correlation structure and are thus effectively reduced (Worsely & 
Friston, 1995). As opposed to prewhitening treatments, which have been developed in 
order to account for autocorrelation in fMRI data, the precoloring method has been 
shown to be more appropriate for NIRS data (Ye et al., 2009). Furthermore, O2Hb data 
were highpass-filtered with a cutoff of 128s using a set of discrete cosine transform 
(DCT) functions to remove low frequency noise in the data (Ye et al., 2009).  
Next, these treated data were analyzed using a procedure developed by Plichta, 
Heinzel, Ehlis, Pauli, and Fallgatter (2007). This approach follows typical fMRI analyses 
of the hemodynamic response function (HRF) and is based on the general linear model 
(GLM). The GLM approach has been extensively described in fMRI literature (see 
Bullmore et al., 1996; Friston, Holmes, Worsley, & Poline, 1995; Worsley & Friston, 
1995). Briefly described by Plichta and colleagues (2007), “The data matrix Y of order 
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(TxC) containing the functional NIRS time series T of each channel C is predicted by X 
consisting of a set of reasonable hemodynamic response functions (HRFs) which are 
convolved with the event sequence (the order of X is (TxM) where M is the number of 
modeled effects)” (p. 627). Thus, the functional data can be modeled as:  
ࢅ ൌ ࢄࢼ ൅ 	Ԫ  
where X is the design matrix and β is the parameter matrix. The error matrix Ԫ defines 
the variation in Y that is not accounted for by β. In the simplest case, each column M of 
matrix X contains the predicted hemodynamic response for one experimental condition 
over time (T). A total of six levels of the X and β variables, each corresponding to a 
specific estimation scale and experimental block, were used in the present experiment. In 
this manner, the functional data for the present experiment where modeled as 
ࢅ ൌ ࢄ૚ࢼ૚ ൅ ࢄ૛ࢼ૛ ൅ ࢄ૜ࢼ૜ ൅ ࢄ૝ࢼ૝ ൅ ࢄ૞ࢼ૞ ൅ ࢄ૟ࢼ૟ ൅ 	Ԫ 
That is, X1 always represented the small-scale estimations within the prefeedback block 
of the task, whereas X2 always represented the large-scale estimations within the 
prefeedback block, and so on. Each variable (i.e., X) was defined by the seconds within 
each scan that related to each trial type and block respectively (see Appendix A). For 
example, for each adult participant, a prefeedback small-scale estimation trial (i.e., X1) 
occurred at exactly 43, 58, 73, 97, 130, 204, 215, 228, 243, 254, 263, 274, 313, and 337 
seconds into the scan, and each of these trials lasted exactly 7 seconds. Therefore, the 
hemoglobin oxygenation values (i.e., HbO) within these time periods of the scan 
occurred as the participant was directly engaged in a prefeedback small-scale estimation, 
and were thus entered into the linear regression model in order to estimate the 
standardized beta weight corresponding to, in this case, X1. Given an observation rate of 
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10Hz, and 15 trials per level of X each lasting 7 seconds, a total of 1,050 HbO values 
were used to estimate the beta values for the pre- and postfeedback conditions (i.e., X1, 
X2, X5, and X6). The number of observations used to calculate the beta values for the 
feedback conditions (i.e., X3 and X4) was increased to 1,350 due to the extra 2 seconds 
provided for feedback. This procedure was repeated for each X variable.  
In this manner the β-weights quantify the contribution of a predictor (e.g., HRF) 
for explaining the functional time series Y and serve as the parameter set for subsequent 
hypothesis testing. In practice, positive HbO β-weights indicate neural activation, as 
increases in HbO are expected throughout periods of high cognitive expenditure (Plichta 
et al., 2007). ANOVA or paired-sample t tests may be applied to group level beta 
estimates in order to test within- and between-group comparisons and interactions 
(Plichta et al., 2007). Following the GLM analysis, the resulting β-weights of HbO for all 
fROIs were subjected to a 3 (block) x 2 (scale) x 3 (feedback condition) repeated 
measures ANOVA (Köchel et al., 2011). See Table 5 for adult fROI beta means and 
standard deviations  
 
Prefrontal fROI Analyses 
See Figure 6 for adult prefrontal fROI activation patterns. Each fROI within the 
prefrontal cortex reacted similarly throughout the task (see Tables 6 and 7 for breakdown 
of adult PFC beta value comparisons). A significant effect of scale was present within 
each fROI (medial PFC: F(1, 24)= 9.39, MSE= .003, H-F p= .005, partial η2= .281; left 
dorsolateral PFC: F(1, 24)= 13.69, MSE= .005, H-F p= .001, partial η2= .363), indicating 
that neural activation in the prefrontal cortex is greater for small compared to large scale  
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Regions of interest can be seen along each row of the plot above. Trial types are shown along the x-axis. 
The height of each violin provides an indicator of the distribution of beta values along the y-axis. The width 
of each plot provides an indicator of the count of beta weights at each point along the y-axis. That is, any 
portion of the plots that is fatter than another indicates that more beta values occurred at that point on the y-
axis compared to a skinnier section. Small-scale estimations are shown in black. 
 
Figure 6. Activation patterns in the adults’ prefrontal fROIs. 
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Table 6 
 
Breakdown of Adults’ Medial Prefrontal Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.665 .008 .005 .656 .497 .027 
Block x condition 3.331 .036 .011 1.518 .222 .112 
Scale 1 .003 .003 9.398 .005a .281 
Scale x condition 2 .00003 .00001 .045 .956 .004 
Block x scale 2 .002 .001 1.209 .307 .048 
Block x scale x condition 4 .002 .001 .787 .539 .062 
Condition 2 .017 .008 .909 .416 .070 
aSignificantly greater response to small- compared to large-scale estimations. 
 
 
 
Table 7 
 
Breakdown of Adults’ Left Dorsolateral Prefrontal Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.846 .007 .004 .554 .565 .023 
Block x condition 3.692 .04 .011 1.670 .178 .122 
Scale 1 .004 .004 12.00 .002a .333 
Scale x condition 2 .000 .00007 .212 .811 .017 
Block x scale 2 .001 .001 .983 .382 .039 
Block x scale x condition 4 .002 .000 .670 .616 .053 
Condition 2 .023 .012 1.000 .383 .077 
aSignificantly greater response to small- compared to large-scale estimations. 
 
 
 
estimations. No other comparisons within the prefrontal cortex were significant. 
 
Parietal fROI Analyses 
  See Figure 7 for adult parietal fROI activation patterns. Within the left IPS, a 3 x 
2 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA identified a significant main effect of scale, F(1, 24) = 
9.153, MSE = .005, H-F p = .006, partial η2 = .276, driven by a significant increase in  
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Note. Regions of interest can be seen along each row of the plot above. Trial types are shown along the x-
axis. The height of each violin provides an indicator of the distribution of beta values along the y-axis. The 
width of each plot provides an indicator of the count of beta weights at each point along the y-axis. That is, 
any portion of the plots that is fatter than another indicates that more beta values occurred at that point on 
the y-axis compared to a skinnier section. Small-scale estimations are shown in black. 
 
Figure 7. Activation patterns within adults’ parietal fROIs. 
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activation during small scale estimations. Also, while a postfeedback increase in neural 
activation was present, the effect of block only trended towards significance, F(1.521, 
36.043) = 2.877, MSE = .048, H-F p = .082, partial η2 = .107. Within the left angular 
gyrus, an identical effect of scale was also identified, F(1, 24) = 5.099, MSE = .007, H-F 
p = .033, partial η2 = .175. However, unlike the left IPS, a significant main effect of 
condition was also identified, F(2, 24) = 3.424, MSE = .073, p = .049, partial η2 = .222, 
which was driven by greater overall activation in response to auditory feedback. Next, a 
significant main effect of scale was identified in the right angular gyrus, F(1, 24) = 6.137, 
MSE = .003, H-F p = .021, partial η2 = .204, which was similarly driven by greater neural 
activation in response to small scale estimations. No other comparison was significant 
(see Tables 8-11 for breakdown of adult’s parietal fROI beta value comparisons).  
 
Table 8 
Breakdown of Adults’ Left Intraparietal Sulcus Beta Value Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.521 .074 .048 2.877 .082 .107 
Block x condition 3.043 .128 .042 2.508 .073 .173 
Scale 1 .005 .005 9.153 .006a .276 
Scale x condition 2 .001 .000 .715 .499 .056 
Block x scale 1.884 .000 .000 .152 .848 .006 
Block x scale x condition 3.767 .008 .002 1.497 .221 .111 
Condition 2 .085 .043 2.972 .070 .198 
aSignificantly greater activation for small- compared to large-scale estimations. 
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Table 9 
Breakdown of Adults’ Left Angular Gyrus Beta Value Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.457 .058 .040 1.151 .244 .057 
Block x condition 2.914 .082 .028 1.026 .391 .079 
Scale 1 .007 .007 5.099 .033a .175 
Scale x condition 2 .002 .001 .594 .560 .047 
Block x scale 1.632 .001 .001 .321 .683 .013 
Block x scale x condition 3.264 .009 .003 1.386 .260 .104 
Condition 2 .147 .073 3.424 .049b .222 
aSignificantly greater activation for small- compared to large-scale estimations. 
bSignificantly greater activation within the auditory feedback condition. 
 
Table 10 
Breakdown of Adults’ Right Intraparietal Sulcus Beta Value Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 .002 .001 .093 .912 .004 
Block x condition 4 .078 .20 2.104 .095 .149 
Scale 1 .002 .002 3.830 .062 .138 
Scale x condition 2 .002 .001 1.432 .258 .107 
Block x scale 2 .000 .00007 .004 .957 .002 
Block x scale x condition 4 .013 .003 1.777 .149 .129 
Condition 2 .055 .028 1.671 .209 .122 
 
 
Table 11 
 
Breakdown of Adults’ Right Angular Gyrus Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.762 .022 .013 .693 .488 .028 
Block x condition 3.524 .072 .020 1.113 .359 .085 
Scale 1 .003 .003 6.137 .021a .204 
Scale x condition 2 .001 .000 .894 .422 .069 
Block x scale 1.974 .001 .000 .198 .818 .008 
Block x scale x condition 3.949 .008 .002 1.426 .240 .106 
Condition 2 .024 .012 .526 .598 .042 
aSignificantly greater activation for small- compared to large-scale estimations.  
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Discussion 
 
 
The behavioral results from Experiment 1 indicate that, despite restricting adults’ 
response time and subjecting them to extremely large-scale estimations, adults performed 
very accurately and exhibited estimation performance that was better fit by a linear than 
logarithmic function (see Figure 4). Thus, these results corroborate the claims of past 
researchers, which suggest that adults perform linearly on number line estimation tasks 
despite the scale magnitude. Furthermore, the significant increase in accuracy between 
the prefeedback and feedback blocks, along with the lack of an effect of condition or a 
block x condition interaction, indicates that each feedback condition was equally 
beneficial in improving adults’ number line estimation performance. Interestingly, adults 
consistently overestimated the location of the lowest values on each scale (e.g., the values 
that lay on the far left side of the number line), while slightly underestimating the 
location of larger values along each scale. This can be seen in Figure 4 by the trend line 
of each subplot rising above the checkered black line with a intercept of zero and a slope 
of one (i.e., perfect performance) on the far left end of each line. Conversely, nearly all of 
the adults estimations of values that lied within the middle and far right side of the line 
were slightly underestimated, which can be seen by the trend line dipping slightly below 
the checkered line. Furthermore, the linear nature of each block x scale estimation is 
apparent in Figure 4.  
The response time main effect of block indicated that, while learning in response 
to this feedback or learning over time in this task, adults are capable of maintaining high 
levels of accuracy while decreasing their overall response time. As was seen in Figure 5, 
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the median values for the small-scale estimations (i.e., black box-and-whisker plots) were 
consistently lower than the large-scale estimations. Furthermore, the height of the each 
box consistently decreased from pre- to postfeedback, highlighting the block main effect.  
 Based on findings reported in previous research (see Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011) 
suggesting that PFC activity is increased when numerical problems increase in difficulty, 
it was hypothesized that large-scale estimations would elicit greater PFC activity. In 
contrast to this hypothesis, current results show that small-scale estimations elicited 
greater activity in each of the regions of interest within the PFC (see Figure 6). Because 
this increased activity coincided with faster response times to small- compared to large-
scale estimations, these results may reflect greater post-estimation thought processes 
following small-scale estimations, as participants had a greater amount of time to reflect 
on their estimation performance on such trials. Thus, one possibility for our divergent 
results is that the PFC may not have been contributing significantly to the estimation 
process per se.  
 Apparent in Figure 6 is the fact that some participants exhibited large fluctuations 
in their prefrontal fROIs in the feedback and postfeedback conditions. This pattern can be 
seen in the large shift along the y-axis of each violin plot following the prefeedback 
condition. Conversely, the prefeedback violins are much shorter, which indicates that the 
neural activation patterns in the prefeedback conditions were more homogenous than 
within the feedback and postfeedback blocks. The main effect of scale can be seen in 
Figure 6 by the trend line rising slightly within each small-scale (i.e., black) violin plot.  
The significant effect of scale within the left IPS corroborates previous findings 
that identify similar activation in response to other numerical processing in adults 
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(Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Dehaene et al., 2003; Delazer et al., 2005). Furthermore, 
greater left IPS response to small- compared to large-scale estimations supports my 
hypothesis that parietal activation will be increased for “easy” scale estimations. A 
similar effect of scale within the left angular gyrus indicates that greater amounts of 
verbal numerical reasoning may have been occurring as adults negotiated small-scale 
estimations (Arsalidiou & Taylor, 2011). Further, the effect of condition within the left 
angular gyrus indicates that such verbal numerical reasoning was greatest in the visual 
feedback condition, although this effect was nearly insignificant (p = .049).  
Given the significant involvement of the right angular gyrus in visuospatial 
attention and fact retrieval (Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; Zenon, Filali, Duhamel, & Oliver, 
2010), the significant effect of scale on this region suggests that adults may have been 
engaging in greater amounts of visuospatial processing as scales rose in magnitude. 
Previous findings suggest that humans possess an “eye-centered” spatial viewpoint of 
their mental number lines (Dehaene et al., 1993). Therefore, these results suggest that 
adults’ mental number lines may be extended due to scale increases, and as such, greater 
visuospatial processing may be needed to navigate such large-scale mental number lines. 
Interestingly, this result coincides with a slowing of response times to large compared to 
small scale estimations, which is expected if adults truly are navigating a larger mental 
number line. This explanation is supported elsewhere, such as within Kosslyn, Ball, and 
Reiser (1978), and Finke and Pinker (1982) tests of mental imagery scanning. Here, 
adults memorized a visual scene. When asked to generate a mental image of the scene 
and to scan across to specific locations, response times were linearly related to the actual 
distance between locations on the map (Finke & Pinker, 1982; Kosslyn et al., 1978).  
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Perhaps most apparent in the visualization of the parietal activation patterns (see 
Figure 7) is the large amount of postfeedback fluctuation that occurs in each fROI. For 
example, the final two violins in the top two rows of Figure 7 (i.e., left IPS and AG, 
respectively) both exhibit a large positive up-shoot in their shape, indicating that the 
neural responses for a subset of participants was markedly positively increased. 
Conversely, a nearly identical negative down-shoot can be seen in the shape of the violins 
relating to both right parietal fROIs, indicating that a subset of participants exhibited 
significant decreases right parietal regions following feedback.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
EXPERIMENT 2 
 
 
 
The Effect of Intersensory Redundancy on Number Line Estimation Accuracy  
and Hemodynamic Response Patterns in Children 
 
As discussed above, accurate number line estimations correlate highly with 
standardized assessments of mathematics aptitude (Seigler & Booth, 2004). Accurate 
performance on this task is arguably most important within the second- and third-grade 
years, as these are the years when children truly begin formal mathematics education 
(Siegler & Booth, 2004). Positive results in children of this age group on the current task 
could ultimately have implications for mathematics teachers who struggle with 
facilitating linear estimations in their students. Previous attempts to facilitate accurate 
number line estimations in children involve extensive material preparation and intensive 
training on the part of the instructor and student (Thompson & Opfer, 2010). A simpler 
method could be to employ intersensory redundancy within virtual number line teaching 
tools, which may enhance children’s psychophysical representations of number and 
number line estimation abilities. Here, the effect of intersensory redundancy on 
facilitating number line estimation accuracy in children is tested. Moreover, concurrent 
neurological observation provided by NIRS will highlight the neurological activity that 
relates to number line estimations in typically developing children. 
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Participants 
 
 
 Twenty-three second- and third-grade students (second grade = 9, third grade = 
14, female = 16) participated in the study.2 Two additional children were recruited but did 
not finish the session due to illness and an unwillingness to wear the NIRS cap, 
respectively, and are therefore not included. The majority of children were recruited by 
way of their affiliation with Dr. Kerry Jordan’s Multisensory Cognition Lab (MCL). That 
is, as infant and child participants are recruited for studies within the MCL, records are 
generated regarding the children’s age, number and age of siblings, and the parents’ 
willingness to bring their children in again in the future. These records are then added to 
a large database of past participants. For the current experiment, a subset of this database 
was generated that contained only children within the target age range and who expressed 
a willingness to come back into the lab. The parents of these children were then contacted 
directly. Following participation, each of these participants was then asked if they had 
friends who may also want to participate, and if so, to contact Joseph Baker by email or 
telephone. Another subset of participants was told of the study by other researchers who 
were actively involved in other research with children within the target age range. Similar 
to the procedure described above, the parents of these children were told to contact 
Joseph Baker by email or telephone if they were interested in having their child 
participate in the study. Each child was given a gift certificate to Aggie Ice Cream for 
his/her participation. All participants were typically developing, of normal intelligence, 
                                                 
2 Because a significant main effect of scale on estimation accuracy was identified with 23 participants, and 
the original power analysis was geared towards this effect, it was determined that such a sample size was 
sufficient for the current study.  
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had normal hearing and normal or corrected to normal vision and were native English 
speakers.  
 
Setting and Apparatus 
 
 
All settings and apparati were identical to those in Experiment 1. The only 
difference between Experiments 1 and 2 were the scales within which the children 
estimated (“one hundred” and “one hundred thousand” instead of those used with adults). 
Similarly, the same NIRS optode arrangement and neurological areas of interest as used 
in Experiment 1 were used for Experiment 2.  
 
Localization of NIRS Probe Sets and Functional Regions of Interest 
 
 All localization procedures were identical to those described for adults above. 
Furthermore, all regions of interest were identical. 
 
Experimental Design and Procedure 
 
 
See Figure 3 for trial structure schematic. The design and procedure used in 
Experiment 2 were identical to those used in Experiment 1, save for an extra second of 
estimation statement presentation to allow the children more time to read. A pilot study 
of these procedures prior to NIRS scanning was used to determine the appropriateness of 
this time length. This decision was made because the children in the pilot study were able 
to complete the task with very few no-response trials, as well as producing consistent 
(i.e., nonrandom) data. Therefore, each trial within the pre- and postfeedback blocks of 
the task lasted exactly 8 seconds, and the feedback block lasted exactly 10 seconds. See 
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Appendix B for child trial structure. 
 
Behavioral Data Analysis and Outcomes 
 
 
 The behavioral data analyses techniques used in Experiment 2 were identical to 
those conducted in Experiment 1, except that all analyses also included a “grade” variable 
to identify main effects and interactions across children of different grades (Rosenberg-
Lee et al., 2011). 
First, a 3 (block) x 2 (scale) x 3 (feedback condition) x 2 (grade) repeated 
measures ANOVA was used to assess number line estimation accuracy (see Table 12 for 
accuracy means and standard deviations). This analysis revealed a significant effect of 
block on number line estimations, F(2, 34) = 11.711, MSE = 151.769, H-F p < .001, 
 
Table 12 
 
Children’s Estimation Accuracy Means and Standard Deviations 
 
   Prefeedback 
────────── 
Feedback 
────────── 
Postfeedback 
───────── 
Variables  Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Second grade        
 Auditory One hundred 91.605 6.431 91.373 5.331 93.315 4.063 
One hundred thousand 79.250 22.093 88.778 17.164 92.500 4.647 
 Visual One hundred 90.337 8.176 90.176 9.938 91.143 9.133 
One hundred thousand 78.410 21.112 86.064 19.936 88.718 12.098 
 Audiovisual One hundred 87.920 11.434 88.106 13.388 85.051 16.006 
One hundred thousand 82.167 15.589 86.050 14.742 76.906 21.466 
Third grade        
 Auditory One hundred 88.300 10.540 89.506 12.536 90.239 8.818 
One hundred thousand 79.129 22.695 85.079 18.072 82.946 21.021 
 Visual One hundred 93.297 5.310 93.710 9.818 94.634 4.500 
One hundred thousand 83.660 18.029 89.347 14.833 89.030 13.839 
 Audiovisual One hundred 91.506 7.721 91.919 7.742 92.165 6.756 
One hundred thousand 81.826 16.468 90.792 8.915 90.431 11.087 
Combined One hundred 90.494 8.269 90.798 9.792 91.091 8.213 
One hundred thousand 80.740 19.331 87.685 15.610 86.755 14.026 
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partial η2 = .408, which resulted from an increase in estimation accuracy as the task 
progressed (see Figure 8). Follow-up pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections 
indicated that the prefeedback block accuracy was significantly lower than the feedback 
block (p < .001), as well as the postfeedback block (p = .003). The feedback and 
postfeedback blocks did not differ in accuracy (p > .05). Moreover, repeated measures 
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of scale, F(1, 34) = 7.20, MSE = 968.229, H-F p = 
.016, partial η2 = .298, driven by significantly lower accuracy on large compared to small 
estimation scales. Furthermore, a significant block x scale interaction was identified, F(2, 
34) = 11.379, MSE = 112.127, H-F p < .001, partial η2 = .401, which resulted from 
particularly poor estimation performance on large scales in the prefeedback block. Next, 
a significant three-way block x condition x grade interaction, F(4, 34) = 3.877, MSE = 
50.247, H-F p = .001, partial η2 = .313, was driven by significantly greater prefeedback 
accuracy in the auditory feedback condition. This effect was exacerbated for small-scale 
estimations, leading to a significant four-way block x condition x grade x scale 
interaction, F(4, 34) = 2.766, MSE = 27.255, H-F p = .043, partial η2 = .246. No other 
main effects or interactions were significant (see Table 13 for a breakdown of children’s 
estimation accuracy comparisons). 
See Table 14 for children’s response time means and standard deviations. An 
identical 3 x 2 x 3 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA of response times revealed a 
significant effect of block, F(2, 34) = 3.544, MSE = 269506.273, H-F p = .040, partial η2 
= .173, which was driven by an overall decrease in reaction times as the task progressed 
(see Figure 9). Individual pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections indicated 
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Note. Perfect performance is seen within each subplot by the checkered line with an intercept of 0 and a 
slope of 1. Each dot represents the average estimation location (y-axis) for each estimation value (x-axis) 
within each block x scale condition. A trend line has been overlaid to highlight the average overall 
performance and standard error (shaded area surrounding each trend line) within each condition. A trend 
line that lies below the perfect performance line indicates a tendency to underestimate the correct location 
on the line. 
 
Figure 8. Children’s block x scale estimation performance. 
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Table 13 
Breakdown of Children’s Estimation Accuracy Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 303.538 151.769 11.711 .000a .408 
Block x condition 4 104.795 26.199 2.022 .113 .192 
Block x grade 2 1.289 .645 .050 .952 .003 
Block x condition x grade 4 200.987 50.247 3.877 .011b .313 
Scale 1 968.229 968.229 7.200 .016c .298 
Scale x condition 2 19.362 9.681 .072 .931 .008 
Scale x grade 1 .092 .092 .001 .979 .000 
Scale x condition x grade 2 4.862 2.431 .018 .982 .002 
Block x scale 2 224.254 112.127 11.379 .000d .401 
Block x scale x condition 4 20.038 5.009 .508 .730 .056 
Block x scale x grade 2 6.431 3.216 .326 .724 .019 
Block x scale x condition x grade 4 109.021 27.255 2.766 .043e .246 
Condition 2 81.490 40.745 .121 .887 .007 
Grade 1 86.104 86.104 .256 .619 .004 
Condition x grade 2 355.651 177.825 .528 .599 .008 
aEstimation accuracy improved from pre- to postfeedback. 
bPrefeedback accuracy in second-grade children was greatest in the audiovisual feedback condition. 
cEstimation accuracy was significantly greater for small- compared to large-scale estimations. 
dDriven by very poor performance in for large-scale estimations in the prefeedback condition. 
eThe 3-way interaction found in 2 was exacerbated in small-scale estimations. 
 
Table 14 
 
Children’s Estimation Response Time Means and Standard Deviations 
  Prefeedback 
────────── 
Feedback 
────────── 
Postfeedback 
───────── 
Variables  Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Second grade        
 Auditory One hundred 1822.200 703.775 1752.421 660.942 1782.842 659.007 
One hundred thousand 1863.600 745.027 1801.000 676.168 1934.750 575.573 
 Visual One hundred 1882.550 491.142 1872.447 622.9827 2016.077 699.984 
One hundred thousand 2079.950 569.2129 2223.513 625.3426 1975.368 754.700 
 Audiovisual One hundred 2002.500 880.769 1872.567 779.226 1739.414 819.456 
One hundred thousand 2119.857 789.354 1970.300 861.534 1779.448 731.036 
Third grade        
 Auditory One hundred 1938.040 589.406 1871.460 665.426 1717.812 618.704 
One hundred thousand 2052.182 714.131 1875.125 541.399 1817.653 693.492 
 Visual One hundred 2479.051 619.219 2123.351 622.980 2150.429 584.510 
One hundred thousand 2379.868 667.5627 2306.083 599.1616 2285.718 703.599 
 Audiovisual One hundred 2221.717 582.444 2294.787 566.259 1957.714 567.778 
One hundred thousand 2481.587 603.630 2442.310 671.134 2291.104 611.692 
Combined One hundred 2057.676 644.459 1964.506 652.969 1894.048 658.240 
One hundred thousand 2162.841 681.486 2103.055 662.457 2014.007 678.349 
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Note. The bold line in the middle of each boxplot represents the median response time for 
each scale. Seventy-five percent of response time values fall below the top line of each 
box, while 25% fall below the bottom line of each box. The lines extending from each 
box (e.g., whiskers) provide an indicator of the range of values along the y-axis. 
 
Figure 9. Children’s response times across each block x scale interaction. 
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that postfeedback response times were nearly significantly faster than prefeedback 
response times (p = .074). No other pairwise comparison approached significance. Next, 
a significant main effect of scale was also identified, F(1, 17) = 8.812, MSE = 
478162.616, H-F p = .009, partial η2 = .341, which resulted from significantly longer 
response times for large scale estimations compared to small scale estimations (see Table 
15 for a breakdown of children’s response times comparisons). 
Next, in order to identify whether a linear or logarithmic function best fit the 
correlation between estimation accuracy and scale across each experimental condition 
and grade level, a combination of linear and non-linear regression analyses were 
conducted for each scale x block x grade possibility. Consistent with previous studies 
(Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Thompson & Opfer, 2008, 2010), median values were used to 
reduce impact of outliers at group level (although similar logarithmic and linear fits were 
obtained with mean values). Similar to the estimation results in adults, a linear function 
best fit each scale x block pair for both second grade (small scale x prefeedback: linear R2 
= .878 > logarithmic R2 = .880; small scale x feedback: linear R2 = .957 > logarithmic R2 
= .823; small scale x postfeedback: linear R2 = .989 > .711; large scale x prefeedback: 
linear R2 = .071 > logarithmic R2 = .017; large scale x feedback: linear R2 = .948 > 
logarithmic R2 = .797; large scale x postfeedback: linear R2 = .951 > logarithmic R2 = 
.598) and third grade (small scale x prefeedback: linear R2 = .963 > logarithmic R2 = .688; 
small scale x feedback: linear R2 = .965 > logarithmic R2 = .881; small scale x 
postfeedback: linear R2 = .991 > .708; large scale x prefeedback: linear R2 = .602 > 
logarithmic R2 = .282; large scale x feedback: linear R2 = .972 > logarithmic R2 = .858; 
large scale x postfeedback: linear R2 = .977 > logarithmic R2 = .654). 
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Table 15 
 
Breakdown of Children’s Estimation Response Time Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 539012.545 269506.273 3.544 .040a .173 
Block x condition 4 180363.026 45090.757 .593 .670 .065 
Block x grade 2 106277.072 53138.536 .699 .504 .039 
Block x condition x grade 4 230337.207 57584.302 .757 .560 .082 
Scale 1 478162.616 478162.616 8.812 .009b .341 
Scale x condition 2 39909.024 18854.512 .347 .711 .039 
Scale x grade 1 1357.831 1357.831 .025 .876 .001 
Scale x condition x grade 2 97085.023 48542.511 .895 .427 .095 
Block x scale 1.920 3932.497 2048.574 .053 .943 .003 
Block x scale x condition 3.839 121886.353 31747.415 .826 .514 .089 
Block x scale x grade 1.920 49874.282 25981.244 .676 .510 .038 
Block x scale x condition x grade 3839 84082.571 21900.764 .570 .680 .063 
Condition 2 1861432.148 930716.074 1.200 .325 .082 
Grade 1 1730007.567 1730007.567 2.231 .154 .092 
Condition x grade 2 481530.948 240765.474 .311 .737 .038 
aResponse times increased from pre- to postfeedback. 
bResponse times were faster for small- compared to large-scale estimation. 
 
 
 
NIRS Data Analysis and Outcomes 
 
 
 All NIRS data were processed and treated in the exact same manner as reported in 
Experiment 1 above. Moreover, all fROIs were identical as those in Experiment 1. 
Finally, all statistical analyses were identical to those in Experiment 1, save for the 
addition of a grade factor that was introduced to capture any influence of educational 
development on neurological responses to number line estimations. 
 
Prefrontal fROI Analyses 
 
 See Tables 16 and 17 for children’s fROIs beta value means and standard 
deviations within second- and third-grade children, respectively. First, a 3 (block) x 2  
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Note. Regions of interest can be seen along each row of the plot above, while grade can be seen within the 
columns. Trial types are shown along the x-axis. The height of each violin provides an indicator of the 
distribution of beta values along the y-axis. The width of each plot provides an indicator of the count of 
beta weights at each point along the y-axis. That is, any portion of the plots that is fatter than another 
indicates that more beta values occurred at that point on the y-axis compared to a skinnier section. Small-
scale estimations are shown in black. 
 
Figure 10. Activation patterns within the children’s prefrontal fROIs.  
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(scale) x 3 (feedback condition) x 2 (grade) repeated measures ANOVA of O2Hb 
response patterns in children’s medial PFC identified a significant block x scale 
interaction, F(2, 34) = 4.373, MSE = 8.455, H-F p = .020, partial η2 = .205, which was 
driven by significantly greater activation for large- compared to small-scale estimations 
within the prefeedback block of the task (p < .001), followed by comparable activation 
for both scales following the prefeedback block. Furthermore, a significant three-way 
block x condition x grade interaction, F(4, 34) = 3.379, MSE = 125.361, H-F p = .020, 
partial η2 = .284, indicated that activation within second-grade children during auditory 
feedback was significantly greater than the pre- (p = .039) or postfeedback (p = .011) 
blocks. Similarly, a significant block x scale x grade interaction, F(2, 34) = 5.763, MSE = 
11.144, H-F p = .007, partial η2= .253, indicated that both second and third-grade 
children demonstrated significantly greater activation for large scale estimations within 
the prefeedback block of the task (p < .05). Next, within the dorsolateral PFC, repeated 
measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of block, F(2, 34) = 3.594, MSE = 
75.567, H-F p = .038, partial η2 = .175. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni 
corrections indicated that activation increased significantly from the prefeedback block to 
the feedback block (p = .027), indicating that neural activation within the dorsolateral 
PFC increased when feedback was provided. Moreover, a significant block x condition 
interaction, F(4, 34) = 3.190, MSE = 67.071, H-F p = .025, partial η2 = .273, indicated 
that the increase in neural activation within the feedback block was greatest in the 
auditory feedback condition. No other comparisons within the dorsolateral were 
significant (see Tables 18 and 19 for breakdown of prefrontal ROI beta value 
comparisons; see Figure 10 for activation patterns within children’s prefrontal fROIs).  
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Table 18 
Breakdown of Children’s Medial Prefrontal Beta Value Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 73.441 36.720 .990 .382 .055 
Block x condition 4 313.108 78.277 2.110 .101 .199 
Block x grade 2 64.288 32.144 .866 .430 .048 
Block x condition x grade 4 501.445 125.361 3.379 .020a .284 
Scale 1 9.763 9.763 2.917 .106 .146 
Scale x condition 2 4.817 2.408 .720 .501 .078 
Scale x grade 1 3.613 3.613 1.080 .313 .060 
Scale x condition x grade 2 13.478 6.739 2.014 .164 .192 
Block x scale 2 16.910 8.455 4.373 .020b .205 
Block x scale x condition 4 9.930 2.482 1.284 .296 .131 
Block x scale x grade 2 22.289 11.144 5.763 .007c .253 
Block x scale x condition x grade 4 18.998 4.750 2.456 .064 .224 
Condition 2 1.872 .936 .026 .974 .003 
Grade 1 2.699 2.699 .076 .786 .004 
Condition x grade 2 43.626 21.813 .615 .552 .067 
a Increased activation during feedback was greatest in second-grade children within the auditory feedback condition. 
b Driven by significantly greater activation during large- compared to small-scale estimations during the prefeedback 
condition. 
c The block x scale interaction above was exacerbated within second- compared to third-grade children. 
 
Parietal fROI Analyses 
 
 See Figure 11 for activation patterns within children’s parietal fROIs. Within the 
left IPS, identical repeated measures ANOVA of O2Hb beta weights revealed a 
significant effect of scale, F(1, 17) = 5.939, MSE = 31.798, H-F p = .026, partial η2 = 
.259, caused by significantly higher activation during large scale estimations compared to 
small scale estimations. A significant effect of grade was also identified, F(1, 17) = 
4.955, MSE = 248.907, p = .04, partial η2 = .226, driven by significantly greater 
activation within second compared to third-grade children. Finally, a significant grade x 
condition interaction was identified, F(2, 17) = 6.430, MSE = 323.043,  p = .008, partial 
η2= .431, which was caused by significantly greater activation for second compared to 
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Table 19 
Breakdown of Children’s Left Dorsolateral Prefrontal Beta Value Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 151.134 75.567 3.594 .038a .175 
Block x condition 4 268.283 67.071 3.190 .025b .273 
Block x grade 2 21.909 10.955 .521 .599 .030 
Block x condition x grade 4 206.825 51.706 2.459 .064 .224 
Scale 1 5.391 5.391 1.780 .200 .095 
Scale x condition 2 1.950 .975 .322 .729 .037 
Scale x grade 1 .135 .135 .045 .835 .003 
Scale x condition x grade 2 2.513 1.257 .415 .667 .047 
Block x scale 2 2.832 1.416 .630 .538 .036 
Block x scale x condition 4 1.815 .454 .202 .936 .023 
Block x scale x grade 2 9.650 4.825 2.148 .132 .112 
Block x scale x condition x grade 4 20.357 5.089 2.265 .082 .210 
Condition 2 32.450 16.225 .462 .637 .052 
Grade 1 .032 .032 .001 .976 .000 
Condition x grade 2 119.304 59.652 1.700 .212 .167 
aActivation was greatest during the feedback block of the task. 
bIncreased activation during feedback was greatest in the audiovisual feedback condition. 
 
 
third-grade children within the auditory and audiovisual feedback conditions, as well as 
significantly greater activation for third compared to second-grade children within the 
visual feedback condition. Within the left angular gyrus, effects of scale, F(1, 17) = 
12.475, MSE = 67.330, H-F p = .003, partial η2 = .423, and grade, F(1, 17) = 3.068, MSE 
= 273.737,  p = .001, partial η2 = .471, were present, although no effect of grade x 
condition was identified (H-F p = .073; see Tables 20 and 21 for breakdown of beta value 
comparisons in children’s left IPS and left angular gyrus, respectively).  
Activation patterns in the right IPS differed from that of the left parietal cortex. 
The effect of scale was present, F(1, 17) = 17.769, MSE = 85.807, H-F p = .001, partial 
η2 = .511, although the other effects identified within the left parietal cortex were not. 
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Note. Regions of interest can be seen along each row of the plot above, while grade can be seen within the 
columns. Trial types are shown along the x-axis. The height of each violin provides an indicator of the 
distribution of beta values along the y-axis. The width of each plot provides an indicator of the count of 
beta weights at each point along the y-axis. That is, any portion of the plots that is fatter than another 
indicates that more beta values occurred at that point on the y-axis compared to a skinnier section. Small-
scale estimations are shown in black. 
 
Figure 11. Activation patterns within children’s parietal fROIs. 
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Table 20 
 
Breakdown of Children’s Left Intraparietal Sulcus Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 83.638 41.819 .612 .548 .035 
Block x condition 4 358.585 89.646 1.311 .285 .134 
Block x grade 2 19.241 9.620 .141 .869 .008 
Block x condition x grade 4 119.612 29.903 .437 .781 .049 
Scale 1 31.798 31.798 5.939 .026a .259 
Scale x condition 2 3.584 1.792 .335 .720 .038 
Scale x grade 1 2.324 2.324 .434 .519 .025 
Scale x condition x grade 2 3.683 1.841 .344 .714 .039 
Block x scale 2 5.988 2.994 .459 .636 .026 
Block x scale x condition 4 13.547 3.387 .519 .722 .058 
Block x scale x grade 2 1.436 .718 .110 .896 .006 
Block x scale x condition x grade 4 8.821 2.205 .338 .851 .038 
Condition 2 68.589 34.295 .683 .519 .074 
Grade 1 248.907 248.907 4.955 .040b .226 
Condition x grade 2 646.086 323.043 6.430 .008c .431 
a Activation was greater in large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
b Driven by greater activation within second- compared to third-grade children. 
c Driven by significantly greater activation within second- compared to third-grade children within the auditory and 
audiovisual feedback conditions, as well as by significantly greater activation within third- compared to second-
grade children within the visual feedback condition. 
 
 
 
Instead, a significant scale x grade interaction was identified, F(1, 17) = 6.043, MSE = 
29.185, H-F p = .025, partial η2 = .262, driven by significantly greater activation during 
large scale estimations for second-grade children (p = .001), but not for third-grade 
children (p = .170). Next, an effect of block, F(2, 34) = 8.390, MSE = 595.432, H-F p < 
.001, partial η2 = .330, was identified, which was caused by a significant increase in 
activation during the feedback block of the task. Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni 
corrections identified that activation levels in the feedback block were significantly 
greater than both the prefeedback (p < .001) and postfeedback conditions (p = .021). 
Moreover, a significant block x condition interaction, F(4, 34) = 4.794, MSE = 340.199, 
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Table 21 
 
Breakdown of Children’s Left Angular Gyrus Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 143.235 71.617 .802 .457 .045 
Block x condition 4 371.080 92.770 1.039 .405 .109 
Block x grade 2 137.613 68.807 .770 .471 .043 
Block x condition x grade 4 143.342 35.835 .401 .806 .045 
Scale 1 67.330 67.330 12.475 .003a .423 
Scale x condition 2 1.706 .853 .158 .855 .018 
Scale x grade 1 1.664 1.664 .308 .586 .018 
Scale x condition x grade 2 4.825 2.412 .447 .647 .050 
Block x scale 2 1.354 .677 .089 .915 .005 
Block x scale x condition 4 16.315 4.079 .536 .710 .059 
Block x scale x grade 2 8.021 4.010 .527 .595 .030 
Block x scale x condition x grade 4 7.886 1.972 .259 .902 .030 
Condition 2 416.129 208.065 2.332 .127 .215 
Grade 1 1349.480 1349.480 15.126 .001b .471 
Condition x grade 2 547.473 279.739 3.068 .073 2.65 
aActivation was greater in large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
bDriven by greater activation within second- compared to third-grade children. 
 
 
 
H-F p = .004, partial η2 = .361, highlighted a large rise in activation within the feedback 
block for the auditory compared to the visual (p = .002) and audiovisual (p < .001) 
conditions. Furthermore, a significant block x grade interaction, F(2, 34) = 3.522, MSE = 
249.960, H-F p = .041, partial η2 = .172, indicated greater activation in response to 
feedback for second compared to third-grade children (p = .004). Finally, a significant 
three-way block x condition x grade interaction, F(4, 34) = 2.944, MSE = 208.932, H-F p 
= .034, partial η2 = .257, reinforced the results above suggesting that the rise in activation 
during feedback was greater for second compared to third-grade children.  
 An effect of scale was also significant within the right angular gyrus, F(1, 17) = 
17.615, MSE = 188.822, H-F p = .001, partial η2 = .509. Similarly, results within the 
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right angular gyrus indicated a significant effect of block, F(2, 34) = 4.924, MSE = 
515.296, H-F p = .013, partial η2 = .225, as well as a significant block x condition 
interaction F(4, 34) = 2.823, MSE= 295.467, H-F p= .040, partial η2= .249, the causes of 
which were identical to the right IPS effects reported above. No other main effects or 
interactions were significant (see Tables 22 and 23 for breakdown of beta value 
comparions in children’s right IPS and right angular gyrus, respectively; see Figure 11 for 
activation patterns within children’s parietal fROIs).  
 
Table 22 
Breakdown of Children’s Right Intraparietal Sulcus Beta Value Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 1190.865 595.432 8.390 .001a .330 
Block x condition 4 1360.796 340.199 4.794 .004b .361 
Block x grade 2 499.919 249.960 3.522 .041c .172 
Block x condition x grade 4 835.730 208.932 2.944 .034d .257 
Scale 1 85.807 85.807 17.769 .001e .511 
Scale x condition 2 11.196 5.598 1.159 .337 .120 
Scale x grade 1 29.185 29.185 6.043 .025f .262 
Scale x condition x grade 2 8.790 4.395 .910 .421 .097 
Block x scale 2 6.584 3.292 .443 .646 .025 
Block x scale x condition 4 27.253 6.813 .917 .465 .097 
Block x scale x grade 2 14.119 7.059 .951 .397 .053 
Block x scale x condition x grade 4 24.593 6.148 .828 .517 .089 
Condition 2 276.385 138.193 1.435 .266 .144 
Grade 1 1.36.456 136.456 1.417 .250 .077 
Condition x grade 2 137.704 68.852 .715 .503 .078 
a Activation was significantly greater in the feedback block of the task. 
b Increased activation during feedback was significantly greater in the auditory compared to visual and audiovisual 
feedback conditions. 
c Increased activation during feedback was greater in second- compared to third-grade children. 
d Increased activation during auditory feedback was exacerbated in second- compared to third-grade children. 
e Activation was significantly greater for large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
f Increased activation for large- compared to small-scale estimations was exacerbated in second- compared to third-
grade children. 
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Table 23 
Breakdown of Children’s Right Angular Gyrus Beta Value Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 1030.593 515.296 4.924 .013a .225 
Block x condition 4 1181.869 295.467 2.823 .040b .249 
Block x grade 2 547.362 273.681 2.615 .088 .133 
Block x condition x grade 4 844.517 211.129 2.017 .114 .192 
Scale 1 188.822 188.822 17.615 .001c .509 
Scale x condition 2 38.439 19.219 1.793 .197 .174 
Scale x grade 1 33.261 33.261 3.103 .096 .154 
Scale x condition x grade 2 30.247 15.123 1.411 .271 .142 
Block x scale 2 5.570 2.785 .300 .743 .017 
Block x scale x condition 4 53.513 13.378 1.441 .242 .145 
Block x scale x grade 2 13.325 6.663 .718 .495 .041 
Block x scale x condition x grade 4 12.285 3.071 .331 .855 .037 
Condition 2 641.444 320.722 2.761 .092 .245 
Grade 1 284.258 284.258 2.447 .136 .126 
Condition x grade 2 568.575 284.288 2.447 .116 .224 
a Activation was significantly greater in the feedback block of the task. 
b Increased activation during feedback was significantly greater in the auditory compared to visual and audiovisual 
feedback conditions. 
c Activation was significantly greater for large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
 
 As expected, children’s estimation accuracy improved throughout the task. 
However, similar to the findings in adults, the lack of a main effect of condition or a 
block x condition interaction indicates that each type of feedback equally benefitted 
children’s estimation performance. Curiously, the only condition related effects related to 
children’s estimation performance was driven by particularly high prefeedback accuracy, 
which was greatest for small-scales in particular. While each child was exposed to a 
small amount of their respective feedback condition prior to beginning the test trials (6 
pre-test practice trials with feedback), it is unlikely that this exposure significantly 
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improved the accuracy of children randomly assigned to this feedback condition. It is 
likely that this effect was due to chance. Moreover, as predicted, children performed 
significantly worse on large- compared to small-scale estimations. As is apparent within 
Figure 8, and consistent with the adults’ performance, children also tended to 
overestimate the estimated location of values on the small end of each scale, while 
typically underestimating the location on the large end. This tendency is much larger in 
the large-scale estimation, and is particularly noticeable within the large-scale 
prefeedback condition.  
In contrast with previous studies (Opfer & Seigler, 2007; Siegler & Booth, 2004; 
Thompson & Opfer, 2010) demonstrating a similar effect of scale on children’s 
estimation performance in response to increases in scale, this decrease in accuracy was 
not accompanied by an overall better logarithmic rather than linear fit to children’s data. 
Instead, a linear function was shown to be a better fit for all of the children’s estimations, 
despite scale or grade level. The linear fit was greater in each block x scale comparison, 
and accounted for a significant amount of variance in all but the prefeedback large-scale 
condition. As was seen in Figure 8, children’s performance in this condition was very 
poor, as children tended to greatly overestimation estimation locations at the low end of 
the scale, and greatly underestimate locations at the high end. Moreover, the shaded area 
surrounding the trend line in the prefeedback large-scale subplot in Figure 8 suggests that 
there was significant variation between participants within this condition.  
Moreover, the response time effects in children are in line with those of adults, 
such that children’s estimation speed increased throughout the task, but was significantly 
slower for large- compared to small-scale estimations. As seen in Figure 9, children’s 
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median response times were consistently lower for small (i.e., black boxplots) compared 
to large-scale estimations. Furthermore, the small-scale estimation boxplots are 
consistently shorter for small-compared to large-scale estimations, suggesting that 
children demonstrated less overall variance in response times for small-scale estimations. 
This is also apparent in the standard deviation values that were reported in Table 14.  
Taken together, these data indicate that, although children were slower to respond 
to large-scale estimations, their accuracy for large-scale estimations did improve. 
Conversely, children were both faster and more accurate on small-scale estimations. 
Similarly, the lack of an effect of grade indicates that second and third-grade children 
performed similarly on the task regardless of the change in scale. 
 Despite similar behavioral performance between second and third-grade children, 
neurological data highlight significant differences in children’s response patterns 
throughout the task. Most striking are the differences in activation within the right IPS. 
Previous research has implicated the right IPS in numerical processes such as numerical 
deviance discrimination (Ansari, 2007; Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011) such that greater right 
IPS activation is reported when greater numerical distance exists between two numerical 
stimuli. In the current task, as estimation scales increase in magnitude, so too does the 
numerical distance between the target value and the scale. Thus, greater right IPS activity 
within children that results from an increase in scale magnitude may be indicative of 
increased numerical deviance discrimination processes. However, these data do not rule 
out the possibility that this increase in activation is also driven by other concurrent 
processes (e.g., attention, spatial processing, etc.) that occur in similar regions of the 
brain. 
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Right IPS activation increased during the feedback portion of the task (see Figure 
11) with particularly large rises within the auditory feedback condition. A similar pattern 
of activation was shown to occur within children’s dorsolateral PFC, which has been 
shown to be involved in calculation tasks, particularly when externally generated 
information about number needs to be monitored and manipulated (Arsalidou & Taylor, 
2011; Christoff & Gabrieli, 2000; Curtis & D’Esposito, 2003; Owen, McMillan, Laird, & 
Bullmore, 2005). Within the auditory feedback condition, though, the response tone must 
be kept in working memory, and must then be compared to the feedback tone that follows 
it. Thus, greater amounts of working memory may be needed to assess differences in 
feedback within the auditory condition. This increase in working memory processing may 
alternatively be driving the increased dorsolateral PFC activation identified here. Further, 
the dorsolateral PFC has also been implicated in the integration of crossmodal stimuli, 
especially when such information is essentially arbitrary (Banati et al., 2000; Bushara et 
al., 2001; Callan et al., 2001; Calvert, 2001; Calvert et al., 2000; Giard & Peronnet, 1999; 
Gonzalo et al., 2000; Lewis et al., 2000; Raij et al., 2000). In the current experiment, the 
auditory feedback tone could have been difficult to interpret if it was similar to the 
magnitude (i.e., volume) of the participant’s estimation tone. Thus, the coincident 
increase in right IPS and dorsolateral PFC activation in response to auditory feedback 
may be indicative of concurrent numerical deviance discrimination of essentially 
arbitrary crossmodal stimuli.  
 Similar to adults, children exhibited differential neural activation within the right 
angular gyrus in response to changes in scale magnitude, suggesting that children may 
engage in increased visuospatial navigation throughout large- compared to small-scale 
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estimation. The similar presence of increased right angular gyrus activation within the 
feedback portion of the task indicates that this visuospatial navigation may have been 
greatest when feedback was provided. Furthermore, this increased activation coincided 
with a slowing of estimation response times, as well as a decrease in estimation accuracy.  
 The significant increase in activation within the left IPS and left angular gyrus are 
expected, given the involvement of in number processing and calculation (Arsalidou & 
Taylor, 2011; Dehaene et al., 2003). However, overall activation in both areas was 
greater in second compared to third-grade children, which can be seen within Figure 11 
by the consistently higher trend line for second- compared to third-grade children. This 
pattern of results indicates that young children may be engaging in greater amounts of 
verbal numerical processing compared to older children—although this increased 
activation does not affect young children’s behavioral performance. Moreover, the fact 
that this activation is greatest in young children within the auditory feedback condition 
supports similar findings reported herein that auditory feedback results in neurological 
activation increases within prefrontal and parietal cortices that are not present during 
other feedback conditions.  
 Children’s neurological activation patterns in the prefrontal cortex (Figure 10) 
differed greatly from those of adults. Most notable is the lack of an effect of scale within 
any prefrontal fROI, which suggests that children recruited similar levels of prefrontal 
activation no matter the scale magnitude. This result is surprising, given that children 
responded less accurately on large-scale estimations. That is, within adults each ROI 
within the PFC has been shown previously to increase in activation as numerical 
calculations become more difficult (for review see Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011). As 
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discussed above, increases in dorsolateral PFC activation were observed during the 
feedback portion of the task, and within the auditory feedback condition in particular. 
This pattern of results may be indicative of greater working memory processes required 
within the auditory feedback condition because the estimation and feedback tones are 
presented sequentially. Thus, the estimation tone must be kept in working memory before 
it is compared with the correct response tone. Within the visual and audiovisual feedback 
conditions, the visual elements of the feedback are always presented together 
simultaneously, so less working memory is needed. Alternatively, this finding may 
suggest that auditory feedback presented in isolation may have been ambiguous in the 
sense that its spatial representation was difficult to interpret (Banati et al., 2000; Bushara 
et al., 2001; Callan et al., 2001; Calvert, 2001; Calvert et al., 2000; Giard & Peronnet, 
1999; Gonzalo et al., 2000; Lewis et al., 2000; Raij et al., 2000).  
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CHAPTER IV 
EXPERIMENT 3 
 
 
Direct Comparison of Neurological Response Patterns Between  
 
Children and Adults  
 
 
Prefrontal fROI Analyses 
 
 In order to test for a main effect of age, as well as interactions between each 
factor (i.e., block, scale, and feedback condition) and age of the participant, an additional 
3 x 2 x 3 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted for each previously defined 
fROI, and included age (age; 2 groups) as a between-subject condition. Post-hoc tests 
were performed by Bonferroni corrected two-tailed t tests. 
Within the medial PFC, repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant block x 
scale interaction, F(1.827, 80.367) = 3.395, MSE = 4.607, H-F p = .043, partial η2 = .072, 
caused by significantly higher overall activation for large scale estimations in the 
prefeedback block (p <  .001). This effect was further extended by the presence of a 
three-way block x scale x age interaction, F(1, 827, 80.367) = 3.318, MSE = 4.502, H-F p 
= .045, partial η2 = .07), which highlighted that children’s neurological activation was 
significantly greater for large compared to small scales within the prefeedback block (p = 
.031), whereas adults’ activation levels did not differ (p > .05). No other comparisons 
were significant within the medial PFC (see Table 24 for breakdown of combined medial 
prefrontal fROI beta value comparisons).  
Within the dorsolateral PFC, a significant effect of block, F(2, 88) = 4.77, MSE = 
50.735, H-F p = .011, partial η2 = .098, indicated that activation increased during the  
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Table 24 
Breakdown of Combined Medial Prefrontal Comparisons 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 33.874 16.937 .830 .439 .019 
Block x condition 4 98.521 24.630 1.208 .313 .052 
Block x age 2 32.971 16.485 .808 .449 .018 
Block x condition x age 4 98.846 24.711 1.212 .312 .052 
Scale 1 2.388 2.388 .145 .235 .032 
Scale x condition 2 2.708 1.354 .821 .446 .036 
Scale x age 1 2.641 2.641 1.602 .212 .035 
Scale x condition x age 2 2.684 1.342 .814 .450 .036 
Block x scale 1.827 8.414 4.607 3.395 .043a .072 
Block x scale x condition 3.653 2.782 .761 .561 .676 .025 
Block x scale x age 1.827 8.223 45.020 3.318 .045b .070 
Block x scale x condition x age 3.653 2.689 .736 .542 .689 .024 
Condition 2 1.864 .932 .063 .939 .003 
Age 1 29.100 29.100 1.963 .168 .043 
Condition x age 2 1.664 .832 .056 .946 .003 
a Significantly greater prefeedback activation for large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
b Children’s neurological activation was significantly greater for large-scale estimations within the prefeedback 
condition. 
 
feedback portion of the task. A significant block x condition interaction, F(4, 88) = 2.77, 
MSE = 29.414, H-F p = .032, partial η2 = .112, indicated that participants in the auditory 
feedback condition experienced significantly greater increases in activation than the 
visual (p = .013), while the increase in activation for the auditory compared to 
audiovisual feedback conditions trended towards significance (p = .075). Moreover, a 
significant block x age interaction, F(2, 88) = 4.79, MSE = 50.876, H-F p = .011, partial 
η2 = .098, was driven by significantly greater activation in the prefeedback condition 
within children compared to adults (p = .001). Also, children’s neural activation 
increased significantly from the prefeedback to the feedback condition (p < .001). These 
interactions gave rise to a significant three-way block x condition x age interaction, F(4, 
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88) = 2.853, MSE = 30.295, H-F p = .028, partial η2 = .115. No other comparisons were 
significant within the dorsolateral PFC (see Table 25 for breakdown of combined 
dorsolateral prefrontal fROI beta value comparisons). 
 
Parietal fROI Analyses 
 
Next, identical 3 x 2 x 3 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA were conducted for each 
of the fROIs identified within the parietal cortex. Here, an effect of scale caused by 
greater neural response to large scale estimations was significant within each fROI (left 
IPS: F(1, 44) = 6.658, MSE = 14.623, H-F p = .013, partial η2 = .131; left angular gyrus: 
F(1, 44) = 15.942, MSE = 35.492, H-F p < .001, partial η2 = .266; right IPS: F(1, 44) = 
 
Table 25 
 
Breakdown of Combined Left Dorsolateral Prefrontal Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 101.471 50.735 4.777 .011a .098 
Block x condition 4 117.656 29.414 2.770 .032b .112 
Block x age 2 101.751 50.876 4.790 .011c .098 
Block x condition x age 4 121.178 30.295 2.853 .028d .115 
Scale 1 2.609 2.609 2.115 .153 .046 
Scale x condition 2 1.129 .564 .457 .636 .020 
Scale x age 1 2.913 2.913 2.362 .131 .051 
Scale x condition x age 2 1.117 .558 .453 .639 .020 
Block x scale 1.742 3.813 2.190 1.578 .215 .035 
Block x scale x condition 3.483 2.063 .592 .427 .763 .019 
Block x scale x age 1.742 3.764 2.162 1.557 .219 .034 
Block x scale x condition x age 3.483 2.013 .587 .423 .766 .019 
Condition 2 12.222 6.111 .375 .690 .017 
Age 1 17.908 17.908 1.098 .300 .024 
Condition x age 2 11.817 5.908 .362 .698 .016 
aSignificantly greater activation during the feedback block of the task. 
bIncreased activation during feedback was greatest in the auditory feedback condition. 
cChildren’s activation was significantly greater than adults within the prefeedback block of the task. 
dIncreased feedback activation within the auditory condition was exacerbated within children compared to adults. 
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12.709, MSE = 33.555, H-F p = .001, partial η2 = .224; right angular gyrus: F(1, 44) = 
11.843, MSE = 76.625, H-F p = .001, partial η2 = .238). Similarly, a significant scale x 
age interaction was identified within the left IPS, F(1, 44) = 7.010, MSE = 15.396, H-F p 
= .011, partial η2 = .137, the left angular gyrus, F(1, 44) = 16.533, MSE = 36.742, H-F p 
< .001, partial η2 = .273, and the right IPS, F(1, 44) = 13.005, MSE = 34.336, H-F p = 
.001, partial η2 = .228, but not within the right angular gyrus (p > .05). This interaction 
indicated that children experienced greater activation in response to large-scale 
estimations compared to adults. Moreover, both the left IPS, F(1, 44) = 4.703, MSE = 
179.098, p = .036, partial η2 = .097, and the right IPS, F(1, 44) = 7.570, MSE = 326.653, 
p = .009, partial η2 = .147, indicated a significant effect of age, driven by greater overall 
activation throughout all blocks of the task for children compared to adults. Furhtermore, 
within the right IPS, a significant effect of block, F(2, 88) = 5.792, MSE = 239.124, H-F 
p = .004, partial η2 = .116, and block x age interaction, F(2, 88) = 5.811, MSE = 239.925, 
H-F p = .004, partial η2 = .117) indicated that overall activation levels increased during 
the feedback block of the task, and that this increase was greater in children compared to 
adults. Finally, a significant block x condition x age interaction within the right angular 
gyrus was driven by greater activation during the auditory feedback condition within 
children compared to adults, F(4, 76) = 3.295, MSE = 200.246, H-F p = .015, partial η2 = 
.148; see Tables 26-29 for breakdown of combined parietal fROI beta value 
comparisons).  
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Table 26 
 
Breakdown of Combined Left Intraparietal Sulcus Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.960 28.161 14.367 .504 .602 .011 
Block x condition 3.920 185.745 47.381 1.664 .167 .070 
Block x age 1.960 25.542 13.031 .458 .630 .010 
Block x condition x age 3.920 182.442 46.539 1.634 .174 .069 
Scale 1 14.623 14.623 6.658 .013a .131 
Scale x condition 2 2.235 1.117 .509 .605 .023 
Scale x age 1 15.396 15.396 7.010 .011b .137 
Scale x condition x age 2 2.119 1.059 .482 .621 .021 
Block x scale 1.726 3.064 1.775 .580 .538 .013 
Block x scale x condition 3.453 10.974 3.178 1.039 .387 .045 
Block x scale x age 1.726 3.155 1.827 .598 .529 .013 
Block x scale x condition x age 3.453 11.008 3.188 1.042 .385 .045 
Condition 2 45.815 22.908 .602 .552 .027 
Age 1 179.098 179.098 4.703 .036c .097 
Condition x age 2 42.011 21.006 .552 .580 .024 
aGreater activation during large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
bIncreased large-scale activation was greater in children compared to adults. 
cChildren demonstrated greater overall activity compared to adults. 
 
 
 
Table 27 
 
Breakdown of Combined Left Angular Gyrus Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 1.857 52.624 28.333 .702 .498 .016 
Block x condition 3.715 128.687 34.643 .858 .486 .038 
Block x age 1.857 49.128 26.451 .655 .511 .015 
Block x condition x age 3.715 133.645 35.978 .891 .467 .039 
Scale 1 35.429 35.429 15.942 .000a .266 
Scale x condition 2 .645 .322 .145 .865 .007 
Scale x age 1 36.742 36.742 16.533 .000b .273 
Scale x condition x age 2 .565 .283 .127 .881 .006 
Block x scale 1.949 1.465 .752 .234 .755 .005 
Block x scale x condition 3.898 11.377 2.919 .908 .461 .040 
Block x scale x age 1.949 1.453 .746 .232 .788 .005 
Block x scale x condition x age 3.898 12.098 3.104 .965 .429 .042 
Condition 2 193.301 96.650 1.301 .283 .056 
Age 1 240.499 240.499 3.236 .079 .069 
Condition x age 2 189.360 94.680 1.274 .290 .055 
aGreater activation during large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
bIncreased large-scale activation was greater in children compared to adults. 
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Table 28 
 
Breakdown of Combined Right Intraparietal Sulcus Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 478.247 239.124 5.792 .004a .116 
Block x condition 4 394.791 98.698 2.391 .057 .098 
Block x age 2 479.850 239.925 5.811 .004b .117 
Block x condition x age 4 405.352 101.338 2.455 .052 .100 
Scale 1 33.555 33.555 12.709 .001c .224 
Scale x condition 2 1.727 .864 .327 .723 .015 
Scale x age 1 34.336 34.336 13.005 .001d .228 
Scale x condition x age 2 1.880 .940 .356 .702 .016 
Block x scale 2 3.231 1.616 .485 .617 .011 
Block x scale x condition 4 17.399 4.350 1.306 .274 .056 
Block x scale x age 2 3.212 1.606 .482 .619 .011 
Block x scale x condition x age 4 17.891 4.473 1.343 .260 .058 
Condition 2 189.134 94.567 2.191 .124 .091 
Age 1 3.26.653 326.653 7.570 .009 .147 
Condition x age 2 185.062 92.531 2.144 .129 .089 
aActivation increased significantly within the feedback block of the task. 
bIncreased activation during feedback was greater in children compared to adults. 
cGreater activation during large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
dIncreased large-scale activation was greater in children compared to adults. 
 
 
Table 29 
 
Breakdown of Combined Right Angular Gyrus Beta Value Comparisons 
 
Variable df 
Sum of 
squares Mean square F ratio p value 
Partial eta-
squared 
Block 2 296.257 148.128 2.438 .094 .060 
Block x condition 4 115.710 28.927 .476 .753 .024 
Block x age 2 61.548 30.774 .506 .605 .013 
Block x condition x age 4 800.984 200.246 3.295 .015a .148 
Scale 1 76.625 76.625 11.843 .001b .238 
Scale x condition 2 24.417 12.209 1.887 .165 .090 
Scale x age 1 3.484 3.484 .539 .468 .014 
Scale x condition x age 2 39.236 19.618 3.032 .060 .138 
Block x scale 2 8.928 4.464 1.033 .361 .026 
Block x scale x condition 4 23.809 5.952 1.377 .250 .068 
Block x scale x age 2 22.711 11.355 2.626 .079 .065 
Block x scale x condition x age 4 29.518 7.380 1.707 .157 .082 
Condition 2 256.086 128.043 1.459 .245 .071 
Age 1 290.521 290.521 3.311 .077 .080 
Condition x age 2 306.419 153.209 1.746 .188 .084 
aActivation during feedback was significantly greater within children in the auditory feedback condition. 
bGreater activation during large- compared to small-scale estimations. 
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Discussion 
 
 
 In line with the individual age group results presented above, the combined age 
group analysis indicates that parietal activation is similarly affected by changes in scale 
within both children and adults. However, significant scale x age interactions throughout 
each of the parietal fROIs indicated that children elicited greater overall activation in 
response to an increase in scale than adults. Similarly, children elicited greater overall 
activation compared to adults within the right IPS. Given children’s reliance on the right 
parietal cortex when processing numerical stimuli (Cantlon et al., 2006), this effect is 
expected and suggests that children may have been eliciting greater amounts of nonverbal 
numerical processing and numerical deviance discriminations than adults. Moreover, 
similar to the effects seen in children in regards to increased activation in the dorsolateral 
PFC throughout the feedback block of the task, results of the combined analysis also 
indicate a significant main effect of block within the dorsolateral PFC. As discussed 
above, these results may indicate that greater working memory processes are needed to 
compare the tones within auditory feedback, or that this region is heavily implicated in 
interpreting feedback in general. Nevertheless, the interaction with age indicates that 
children relied more heavily on the dorsolateral PFC compared to adults. Thus, adults 
may not require as much working memory to compare feedback, regardless of feedback 
condition. Alternatively, adults may have found the auditory feedback to be less 
ambiguous than children. 
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CHAPTER V 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
 
 The results reported above indicate that, as hypothesized, increases in scale within 
a number line estimation task influence behavioral and neurological response patterns in 
both adults and children. As adults’ accuracy on this task seems to be fixed despite 
increases in scale, significantly faster response times to small- compared to large-scale 
estimations suggests that greater amounts of decision-making processes may be needed to 
produce such accurate estimations during large-scale trials. As hypothesized, adults’ 
neurological activity within the prefrontal cortex differed as a function of scale, although 
the direction of this activation was not as predicted. Specifically, given Delazer and 
colleagues’ (2005) interpretation that greater PFC activity occurs as a result of difficult 
math problems, the current results showing greater PFC activity resulting from smaller 
scale (i.e., easier) number line trials were not predicted in adults. Alternatively, this 
increase in PFC activation may indicate greater metacognitive monitoring that occurs for 
small- compared to large-scale estimations. That is, during small-scale estimations adults 
may have been assessing current estimations based on previous estimations, thus eliciting 
greater activation in areas known to be associated with metacognitive monitoring 
(Dobbins, Simons, & Schacter, 2004). In contrast, children did demonstrate the predicted 
significant behavioral (i.e., accuracy and response time) fluctuations as a result of 
changes in scale, and their prefrontal activation was also modulated in the direction of 
change as hypothesized. Specifically, children exhibited greater medial PFC activation 
for large compared to small-scale estimations, while also responding more slowly and 
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less accurately to large scale estimations. Moreover, this pattern was exacerbated within 
second compared to third-grade children. These results suggest that, within children, 
Delazer and colleagues’ (2005) prediction applies, in that increased activation in the PFC 
occurs in response to more difficult estimation trials. However, the lack an effect of scale 
within children’s dorsolateral PFC suggests that multiple processes outside of numerical 
judgments are occurring within the PFC throughout the task. Therefore, areas of the PFC 
that were not targeted as regions of interest may have contributed to these decisions. 
Both adults and children demonstrated the greatest amount of prefrontal activation 
during the feedback block of the task. Moreover, while a general increase in task 
accuracy and neural activity was apparent for all feedback types, the greatest neural 
response occurred within the auditory feedback condition. As both fROIs identified 
within the PFC are known to be associated with working memory, this pattern of results 
may suggest that the greatest working memory processing occurred throughout the 
feedback portion of the task, when participants were required to make a similarity 
comparison between their estimation and the correct estimation location. It is likely that 
such working memory processes would have been greatest during the auditory feedback 
condition, as this was the only condition in which visual feedback was not concurrently 
displayed. That is, participants were required to hold their response tone volume in 
working memory, and subsequently compare that memory with the feedback tone. While 
the audiovisual feedback condition also provided similar auditory feedback, the 
concurrent visual feedback may have decreased the working memory load. Alternatively, 
participants may have simply ignored the auditory feedback within the audiovisual 
feedback condition. 
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However, as noted above, it is hypothesized that high levels of dorsolateral PFC 
activation may be recruited when newly acquired crossmodal cues are essentially 
arbitrary (Banati et al., 2000; Bushara et al., 2001; Callan et al., 2001; Calvert, 2001; 
Calvert et al., 2000; Giard & Peronnet, 1999; Gonzalo et al., 2000; Lewis et al., 2000; 
Raij et al., 2000). Thus, this pattern of activation may be an indicator that participants 
found the auditory feedback harder to interpret compared to the visual and audiovisual 
feedback conditions, although this arbitrariness did not negatively affect estimation 
performance. Alternatively, visual feedback, which was present in both the visual and 
audiovisual feedback conditions, was likely easier to assess, resulting in less ambiguity, 
and thus less overall dorsolateral PFC activation.  
In any case, contrary to my hypotheses regarding multisensory feedback, there 
was no evidence either behaviorally or neurologically that audiovisual feedback was 
superior to either type of unisensory feedback. The reason for a lack of effect of feedback 
condition may stem from many sources: For example, it may be that a specific condition 
relevant feedback was interpreted differently across participants. For example, auditory 
feedback may have provided numerical information to some participants, while providing 
information about volume or spatial location to others. In this example, the neurological 
regions that respond to these properties may differ slightly. Given the spatial overlap 
inherent in NIRS recording channels, these disparate regions may have overlapped with 
the fROIs, resulting in smaller changes in activation than would be expected if each 
region were targeted directly. Thus, the activation changes in response to feedback within 
the ROI’s were not large enough to yield statistical significance. Future studies should 
investigate this further, perhaps by presenting each feedback condition as a within 
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subjects factor. In this manner, it would be possible to identify whether participants’ 
neural activation patterns differ across each feedback type. Moreover, it may be that there 
exist more optional feedback types than the three used here for number line estimations. 
For example, a combination of visual and tactile feedback (e.g., line and vibration) may 
elicit greater differences in response activation, and may thus drive a significant effect of 
feedback. Alternatively, intrasensory redundancy (e.g., multiple sources of information 
within the same sensory modality) may elicit stronger effects, as cross-modal integration 
of each feedback stimulus would not have to be made.  
Overall, children elicited greater levels of bilateral activation in the parietal cortex 
compared to adults. Most apparent is the total lack of significant differences in activation 
identified within adults’ right IPS. That is, these results indicate that the pattern of 
activation within adults’ right IPS remained constant despite changes in block or scale, 
both of which had measurable effects within other areas of the adult brain, including the 
left IPS. As previous studies have indicated that infants and children elicit lateralized 
right IPS activity in response to abstract number comparisons (Cantlon et al., 2006; Hyde, 
Boas, Blair, & Carey, 2010), whereas adults elicit bilateral activation (Cantlon et al., 
2006), these results may demonstrate that patterns of lateralization between children and 
adults is task dependent. Alternatively, as many right parietal areas are highly involved in 
spatial reasoning (Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011), these results may be indicative of greater 
spatial analyses during this task in children compared to adults. The fact that significant 
fluctuations in activation were only observed in adults’ left IPS, on the other hand, may 
be indicative of their greater reliance on verbal numerical processing, which is has been 
shown to be largely isolated to the left parietal lobule (Arsalidou & Taylor, 2011; 
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Dehaene et al., 2003, Delazer et al., 2005).  
Adults’ patterns of neural response within the parietal cortex support my 
hypothesis that greater parietal activation would be observed in small-scale, rather than 
large-scale, estimations. However, this increase in parietal activation occurred 
concurrently with an increase in PFC activation. Therefore, a “shift” in neural activation 
between the PFC and intraparietal regions, as reported by Rosenberg-Lee and colleagues 
(2011) within a test of symbolic addition, was not documented. Interestingly, within 
children, greater activation within the PFC and parietal regions occurred during large- 
compared to small-scale estimations. Therefore, the current results suggest that adults’ 
and children’s neurological response patterns to small and large-scale estimations can 
occur in opposite directions.  
The fact that these response patterns occurred in opposite directions between 
children and adults indicates that the two groups may have been engaging in the same 
task in functionally different manners. Moreover, this difference may have arisen because 
of the estimation scales used. Specifically, even though second-grade children have not 
yet been formally introduced to “one hundred thousand” scales in their mathematics 
classrooms, the written description of the value could be easily relatable to known values 
such as “one hundred” simply because the term “one hundred” appears in the number 
“one hundred thousand.” Thus, when encountered within large scale estimations, the easy 
identification of “one hundred thousand” as a number that is larger than “one hundred” 
may have elicited greater number related processes in the parietal regions. Similarly, such 
an understanding may have concurrently elicited frontal working memory processes in 
children so that such large numbers could be remembered. This increase on working 
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memory processes may have also contributed to the decline in estimation accuracy as 
well as increased response times. Future studies may account for this increased working 
memory load by, for example, making the estimation scales visible throughout each trial. 
Thus, children would not have to commit such large scales to working memory.  
Alternatively, adults read the scale values “one billion” and “one quadrillion,” 
neither of which are easily relatable to common numerical values such as “one hundred.” 
Moreover, despite knowing that “one quadrillion” is a value that is larger than “one 
billion,” the “quadrillion” scale may have been so foreign that it failed to evoke an 
association with number at all. Thus, the “quadrillion” scale estimations may have 
functionally been completed as purely spatial estimations without much numerical 
processing occurring at all. The “billion” scale, on the other hand, is perhaps more 
familiar, and thus elicited “number related” responses in the left IPS while the 
“quadrillion” scale did not. In any case, behavioral performance of both scales was equal, 
suggesting that either both scales were processed similarly (i.e., both purely spatially), or 
that accuracy in response to disparate stimulus properties (e.g., number and space) is 
similar.  
Finally, these data support recent findings regarding the neurological correlates of 
fraction representations, which indicate that many of the same neurological areas 
responsible for processing of whole numbers are also implicated in the processing of 
proportions (Jacob & Nieder, 2009; Jacob et al., 2012). Because number line estimations 
are essentially a proportional reasoning task in that one must represent the numerical 
proportion of the scale value accounted for by the estimation value, it comes as no 
surprise that similar neurological areas were implicated here and in the findings reported 
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by Jacob and Nieder (2009) and Jacob and colleagues (2012). However, as the 
neurological representation of fractions has only recently been reported, very few sources 
are available to corroborate such findings. Moreover, the results reported here are the first 
to identify such neurological responding to fraction related material in children. 
Therefore, my findings may provide much needed evidence to further elucidate the 
neurological locations associated with fraction representations in children and adults.  
A striking result of this study is the lack of replication of number line estimation 
studies in children that demonstrate a linear to logarithmic “shift” coinciding with an 
increase in scale (e.g., Opfer & Siegler, 2007; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Thompson & 
Opfer, 2010). Here, results demonstrate that, although children do become more error 
prone as the estimation scale rises, a linear fit to the data is consistently best. This may be 
a function of the speeded nature of the task employed herein. That is, each of the other 
number line studies reported above allowed children time to think about their estimations, 
and in many cases even allowed them to modify their estimation. While it remains 
untested, logarithmic functions in response to large-scale estimations may be attributed to 
correction errors that only occur when children are given time to “overthink” their 
estimation. Conversely, in the method reported here children were required to make their 
estimation quickly, which would force them to provide their initial instinctual response. 
Therefore, the results reported herein may provide a more accurate depiction of 
children’s internal representation of the spatial layout of number than previous studies 
which provide children with more time to respond.  
Alternatively, overlapping waves theory (Siegler, 1996) suggests that children 
possess multiple strategies to complete math-related problems, including number line 
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estimations. According to the theory, children at any age know and use a variety of 
approaches (i.e., strategies, rules, or representations) that compete with one another for 
use, with each approach being more or less adaptive depending on the problem and 
situation (Siegler, 1996). Early in their introduction to mathematics, children rely heavily 
on their logarithmic wave (i.e., representation), which results in typical logarithmic 
functions emerging on all number line estimations. As the children age they learn that 
other waves (e.g., linear representation) are more appropriate for familiar scale 
estimations. However, as scale rises, they revert back to their logarithmic wave, thus 
resulting in the logarithmic function that is common as estimation scales rise. It is 
possible that the timed number line estimation procedure used here facilitated use of 
children’s “linear” wave representation. For example, throughout number line tasks, 
children may cycle through multiple representations before making their estimation. 
Given unlimited time to provide such estimations, children may prefer logarithmic 
representations, and thus demonstrate logarithmic estimation functions. However, 
children may evoke their linear representation first, before cycling through to their 
logarithmic representation. Given the timed nature of this task, children may have been 
“forced” to use their initial representation, and were not able to evoke alternative 
representations before making their estimations. However, as no previous task has 
employed a timed estimation design, it is not known whether such results will 
consistently emerge. Thus, it will be important for multiple comparisons to be made in 
the future: First, speeded number line estimations, such as those used here, should be 
used on a separate group of age-matched children to determine if similar linear functions 
are produced. Next, it will be important to directly replicate previous methods (i.e., 
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untimed estimations) that have been shown to elicit a significant linear-to-logarithmic 
shift. Importantly, both the speeded number line replication, as well as the more typical 
untimed procedure should be conducted within the NIRS imaging environment. Thus, 
these comparisons will allow us to determine if significant log-to-linear shifts result in 
different neurological response patterns compared to those identified here.  
Finally, the consistently linear performance by the children within this study may 
have resulted from an even simpler alternative: children knew they were engaging in a 
task that was important enough to warrant the imaging of their brains, which may have 
encouraged them to try harder and perform better than they would if they were in a 
typical classroom environment in which the same pressures were not present. Moreover, 
the small amount of feedback given prior to the task may have encouraged or primed 
subsequent linear performance in the task itself. Nevertheless, these results suggest that 
providing children with multiple trials of a speeded number line estimation task with any 
type of accuracy feedback will successfully enhance their number line estimation 
accuracy. This is important for applied educational settings in which the facilitation of 
linear number line estimations is crucial for children’s mathematics education. 
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CHAPTER VI 
 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
 
One aspect of the results reported above that is not addressed with the current 
methodological design is whether feedback of any sort is necessary to enhance estimation 
performance within a computer-based speeded number line estimation task. That is, the 
lack of a group of participants who were not given any feedback about estimation 
accuracy was not included here. The inclusion of such a condition would allow for a 
general feedback versus no-feedback comparison. However, the increase in estimation 
accuracy from the prefeedback to the feedback block indicates that feedback did improve 
estimation performance. I hypothesize that little to no benefit to number line estimation 
accuracy would arise without some sort of performance feedback, although such a claim 
cannot be made without first carrying out this new control condition. Data within this 
condition are currently being collected so that these and other comparisons can be made.  
Another aspect of the current study that deserves recognition, and that may inhibit 
the identification of statistical differences in both the behavioral and neurological 
components of the project is the sample size used. It is important to note that the target 
sample size for experiments 1 and 2 were identified based on a power analysis geared 
towards identifying a statistically significant effect in the behavioral component of the 
task (i.e., estimation accuracy). In both experiments 1 and 2, results from this analysis 
indicated that a sample size of 27 would be sufficient to identify such an effect, although 
within experiment 2 this effect was identified with only 23 participants. However, within 
experiment 2 in particular, the experimental design yields 36 comparison cells (e.g., 
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grade (2) x feedback condition (3) x estimation scale (2) x experimental block (3) = 36 
comparison cells). Thus, given only 23 participants, an insufficient sample size may have 
resulted in Type II error (i.e., false negative) effectively occluding effects that may 
emerge if a larger sample size were collected. Future studies that replicate this and other 
similar methodological designs should strive for a larger sample size so that such 
concerns over Type II error may be alleviated.  
As discussed above, the fact that the well-established “linear to log shift” 
coinciding with an increase in estimation scale was not identified is somewhat 
disconcerting and represents a limitation to the current study. While the theoretical 
explanations described above may explain why this effect did not emerge, the fact 
remains that the novel experimental design may have effectively provided a task in which 
such an effect should not be expected. That is, while certain elements of the task such as 
estimation values and scales were consistent with past studies, never before has a speeded 
number line estimation procedure been conducted. Thus, the expected results of such a 
task are unknown. While a pilot study did indicate that adults’ estimation accuracy was 
affected by increases in scale, the procedure of the pilot study (e.g., untimed paper and 
pencil method) was not identical to that used in the current experiment. Future studies 
should directly replicate past methods that have been shown to elicit a “linear to log 
shift” within the NIRS imaging environment so that neurological correlates to such a shift 
may be observed. Moreover, it will be important to replicate the methods used here, 
perhaps alongside the more common methods in a within subject design, so that expected 
behavioral and neurological responses to both methods may be further established.  
Importantly, the data reported above may hold more information than the 
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particular analysis approach used herein has revealed. That is, similar to many fields both 
in and outside of cognitive neuroimaging, many different approaches to data analysis 
exist. Regarding NIRS, the GLM approach currently holds favor because of its 
relationship to fMRI analysis, the fact that it provides standardized and thus easily 
interpretable beta values, and because it allows for event related methodological designs. 
However, drawbacks to the GLM approach surely exist: For example, the hemodynamic 
response functions from which the standardized beta values are estimated are not linear, 
and thus a linear modeling approach may not be most appropriate. With GLM, such non-
linear hemodynamic response functions are forced onto a linear model. Therefore, the 
standardized beta weights that are intended to describe neurological fluctuations may 
oversimplify the brains true response patterns as being either positive or negative in 
response to a stimulus, where in actuality the response pattern may be a more complex 
interplay of positive and negative fluctuations. Such fluctuations may be very important, 
but are lost throughout the GLM approach. Instead, non-linear methods of beta 
estimations such as multilevel modeling or growth curve analyses may provide a more 
accurate assessment of the brains true response patterns. In short, these and other non-
linear regression or latent trait analyses would allow for estimations that capture the 
brains true non-linear response patterns and may thus provide a more complete picture of 
the brains true response. 
Moreover, it is important to note that the elements of the task that were modeled 
for each participant herein (i.e., each X variable described in the NIRS Data Analysis and 
Outcomes section of experiment 1 above) do not represent an exhaustive list of each 
element that could be modeled. This is important because the explanatory strength of a 
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general linear model is enhanced by the inclusion of every possible source of variance 
affecting the outcome variable of interest. Thus, it may be prudent to include in such 
models separate X variables to capture the hemodynamic fluctuations that occur 
throughout periods of the task in which the participant was not engaged in the dependent 
task directly. For example, in the current experimental design, inter-trial intervals that 
were jittered between 2, 4, 6, or 8 seconds separated each estimations trial, and a 30 
second rest period separated each block of the task. Such elements (e.g., ITI and rest) 
may be modeled as separate X variables, and may thus improve the explanatory power of 
the GLM itself. Moreover, inclusion of such variables would allow for important 
analyses, such as whether a change in neurological activation occurs between rest and 
task completion, or the degree to which a particular type of rest reduces overall activation 
in particular fROIs. Finally, given these and other drawbacks to inferential statistical 
analyses, it may be useful to also approach these data from a purely visual point of view, 
such that neural activation patterns, regions of interest, and overall significance are all 
derived from basic visualizations of obtained hemodynamic response functions.  
Another limiting aspect of this and every neuroimaging project is the inherent 
limitations of the imaging device being used. While NIRS affords many benefits relative 
to other devices such as fMRI and EEG (e.g., liberal tolerance of movement, ease of use, 
etc.) there are no doubt drawbacks as well. For example, NIRS is limited to cortical level 
measurements of the brain. Because NIRS is an optical topography system, the physical 
dispersion of photons throughout such substrate as the skull and brain limits its imaging 
capabilities to roughly 3cm below the scalp. Moreover, because the near-infrared light 
projected by NIRS must travel through various levels of superfluous substrate (e.g., scalp, 
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skull, etc.) that all absorb light, a considerable amount of signal degradation is to be 
expected. While the signal to noise ratio has been shown to be similar to that of other 
imaging techniques such as fMRI (Cui, Bray, Bryant, Glover, & Reiss, 2011), it 
nevertheless poses a limitation to NIRS based studies. That is, certain neurological 
responses occurring at levels of the cortex that are identifiable by NIRS may still be 
obscured due to degradation of the light source as it passes through each substrate. This 
combined with a finite number of optodes to be placed on the head severely restrict the 
amount of the brain that can be imaged. Thus, there is no doubt that many important 
neurological processes may be missed. Moreover, because NIRS observes hemodynamic 
fluctuations that are restricted by cardiovascular factors such as heart rate, which may 
differ across individuals, the periods of observation inherent in the design of the 
experiment (e.g., individual estimation trials) will likely affect the magnitude of 
responses observed. For example, an individual period of observation that is too short 
may not capture the hemodynamic fluctuation at all, whereas a period that is too long 
may be obscured by fluctuations that result from nontarget stimuli.  
Finally, while results exist which support HbO as the best indicator of 
neurological activity (e.g., Baird et al., 2002; Bortfeld et al., 2009; Grossmann et al., 
2008; Minagawa-Kawai et al, 2008; Pena et al., 2003; Wilcox et al., 2008, 2009), the 
debate continues surrounding whether oxygenated or deoxygenated hemoglobin provides 
the most complete indicator of neurological activation. It will be important for future 
studies to compare both sources to each other so that a more definitive answer to this 
question may be identified. 
 Despite such outstanding questions and limitations, NIRS provides an ideal 
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platform for neuroimaging that has the potential to positively impact basic and applied 
psychological sciences alike. Given the benefits of NIRS described above, it will be 
important for future studies to map the brains responses to other real-world educational 
tasks as well. I believe that naturalistic neuroimaging designs that allow for concurrent 
assessments of neurological and behavioral data, such as that reported herein, have the 
potential to inform mathematics learning and instruction (Butterworth & Kovas, 2013). 
Taken together, the data reported here demonstrate typical neurological response patterns 
to a number line estimation task within typically developing children and adults. These 
data may prove valuable in helping to triangulate indicators of atypical math learning. For 
example, based on these data, it is now known that typically developing children recruit 
areas of the brain known to process number and math calculations when number line 
estimation tasks increase in difficultly. Similar assessment of number line estimation in 
poor math performers, individuals with math learning disabilities such as dyscalculia, or 
within populations who possess a genetic abnormality that leads to deficits in numerical 
cognition (e.g., Turner Syndrome) may demonstrate observable disparities in behavioral 
and neurological response patterns compared to typically developing children such as 
those reported here. Thus, such comparisons may help to identify both typical and 
atypical neurological responses to naturalistic tasks.  
Such widespread application of NIRS may prove to be very useful. For example, 
it may be possible to employ NIRS to identify atypical math learners long before it is 
possible to identify them with behavioral measures. In fact, NIRS has already been used 
to identify math related processing in infants as young as 5½ months old (Hyde et al., 
2010). This is very important because methodological restrictions make such 
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neuroimaging tasks impossible with fMRI, and other approaches such as EEG do not 
provide the spatial resolution needed to identify deficits in specific neurological regions. 
Thus, it may be possible to use NIRS to identify math-learning abnormalities well before 
language is acquired so that intervention techniques may be applied early within 
development. Importantly, this diagnostic aspect of NIRS is not limited to math and 
number processing, but may also be employed to detect abnormalities in many education 
related processes such as reading comprehension, and language production. In fact, albeit 
not in infants or young children, such diagnostic applications have previously been 
identified for NIRS for such conditions as schizophrenia (Takeshi, Nemoto, Fumoto, 
Arita, & Mizuno, 2010) and bipolar disorder (Kameyama et al., 2006). 
In conclusion, this study has provided much needed information about the 
behavioral and neurological correlates of a real-world math-learning activity within 
typically developing children and adults. Such information is needed to help identify how 
math is effectively learned in the real world, and may prove useful in establishing a 
baseline from which atypical math learning signatures may be identified. Furthermore, 
this study extends the use of NIRS as an effective neuroimaging tool for identifying 
children’s and adults’ concurrent behavioral and neurological correlates to real-world 
learning activities within naturalistic environments.  
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Block 1: Prefeedback Block 2: Feedback Block 3: Postfeedback 
Trial 
Order 
Scale 
Size ITI Onset Duration 
Scale 
Size ITI Onset Duration 
Scale 
Size ITI Onset Duration 
30s pre-scan 
1 Large 4 34 7 Small 4 424 9 Small 4 872 7 
2 Small 2 43 7 Large 6 439 9 Small 8 887 7 
3 Small 8 58 7 Large 8 456 9 Large 2 896 7 
4 Small 8 73 7 Small 8 473 9 Small 4 907 7 
5 Large 4 84 7 Large 2 484 9 Large 2 916 7 
6 Small 6 97 7 Small 4 497 9 Large 4 927 7 
7 Large 4 108 7 Small 2 508 9 Large 6 940 7 
8 Large 2 117 7 Large 8 525 9 Small 2 949 7 
9 Small 6 130 7 Small 4 538 9 Small 8 964 7 
10 Large 4 141 7 Small 4 551 9 Large 6 977 7 
11 Large 4 152 7 Large 4 564 9 Small 2 986 7 
12 Large 8 167 7 Small 4 577 9 Large 4 997 7 
13 Large 2 176 7 Large 4 590 9 Small 6 1010 7 
14 Large 6 189 7 Large 8 607 9 Small 4 1021 7 
15 Small 8 204 7 Large 8 624 9 Small 2 1030 7 
16 Small 4 215 7 Small 6 639 9 Large 8 1045 7 
17 Small 6 228 7 Large 2 650 9 Large 8 1060 7 
18 Small 8 243 7 Large 6 665 9 Small 4 1071 7 
19 Small 4 254 7 Large 6 680 9 Large 4 1082 7 
20 Small 2 263 7 Small 6 695 9 Large 6 1095 7 
21 Small 4 274 7 Large 2 706 9 Large 4 1106 7 
22 Large 6 287 7 Small 2 717 9 Large 2 1115 7 
23 Large 6 300 7 Small 8 734 9 Large 6 1128 7 
24 Small 6 313 7 Small 4 747 9 Small 2 1137 7 
25 Large 8 328 7 Small 6 762 9 Small 6 1150 7 
26 Small 2 337 7 Large 2 773 9 Small 8 1165 7 
27 Large 2 346 7 Small 2 784 9 Small 8 1180 7 
28 Large 8 361 7 Large 8 801 9 Large 6 1193 7 
29 Large 2 370 7 Large 6 816 9 Small 2 1202 7 
30 Large 4 381 7 Small 2 827 9 Large 8 1217 7 
30s post-scan 
Note. All values represent seconds. Each block was separated by a 30-second rest period 
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Appendix B 
 
Child Trial Structure
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 Block 1: Prefeedback Block 2: Feedback Block 3: Postfeedback 
Trial 
Order 
Scale 
Size ITI Onset Duration 
Scale 
Size ITI Onset Duration 
Scale 
Size ITI Onset Duration 
30s pre-scan 
1 Large 2 32 8 Large 2 322 10 Large 4 654 8 
2 Small 8 48 8 Large 4 336 10 Small 6 668 8 
3 Large 8 64 8 Small 4 350 10 Small 2 678 8 
4 Small 4 76 8 Small 6 366 10 Small 8 694 8 
5 Large 6 90 8 Small 8 384 10 Large 4 706 8 
6 Large 4 102 8 Large 6 400 10 Large 4 718 8 
7 Small 6 116 8 Large 6 416 10 Small 6 732 8 
8 Large 8 132 8 Small 2 428 10 Small 8 748 8 
9 Small 2 142 8 Large 8 446 10 Small 8 764 8 
10 Small 6 156 8 Small 8 464 10 Small 6 778 8 
11 Small 6 170 8 Small 6 480 10 Large 2 788 8 
12 Small 2 180 8 Large 4 494 10 Large 8 804 8 
13 Large 2 190 8 Small 8 512 10 Large 2 814 8 
14 Large 2 200 8 Large 2 524 10 Large 6 828 8 
15 Small 4 212 8 Small 4 538 10 Large 4 840 8 
16 Large 8 228 8 Small 4 552 10 Large 8 856 8 
17 Large 6 242 8 Large 6 568 10 Small 2 866 8 
18 Large 4 254 8 Large 8 586 10 Small 4 878 8 
19 Small 8 270 8 Small 2 598 10 Large 2 888 8 
20 Small 4 282 8 Large 2 610 10 Small 6 902 8 
30s post-scan 
Note. All values represent seconds. Each block was separated by a 30-second rest period 
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Appendix C 
Prefrontal Cortex Probe Set Functional Region of Interest Schematic
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Schematic representation of the medial prefrontal cortex fROI within the 22-channel NIRS probe set 
placed over the prefrontal cortex. White squares indicate light emitters; black squares indicate light 
detectors; numbers indicate the measurement channels; grey squares indicate the channels that 
constitute the fROI. The asterisk indicates the light emitter that was located at Fpz 
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Schematic representation of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex fROI within the 22-channel NIRS 
probe set placed over the prefrontal cortex. White squares indicate light emitters; black squares indicate 
light detectors; numbers indicate the measurement channels; grey squares indicate the channels that 
constitute the fROI. The asterisk indicates the light emitter that was located at Fpz 
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Appendix D 
Parietal Cortex Probe Set Functional Region of Interest Schematic
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Schematic representation of the left interparietal sulcus within the 22-channel NIRS probe set placed 
over the parietal cortex. White squares indicate light emitters; black squares indicate light detectors; 
numbers indicate the measurement channels; grey squares indicate the channels that constitute the 
fROI. The asterisk indicates the light detector that was located at Pz.  
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Schematic representation of the left angular gyrus within the 22-channel NIRS probe set placed over 
the parietal cortex. White squares indicate light emitters; black squares indicate light detectors; 
numbers indicate the measurement channels; grey squares indicate the channels that constitute the 
fROI. The asterisk indicates the light detector that was located at Pz.  
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Schematic representation of the right intraparietal sulcus within the 22-channel NIRS probe set placed 
over the parietal cortex. White squares indicate light emitters; black squares indicate light detectors; 
numbers indicate the measurement channels; grey squares indicate the channels that constitute the 
fROI. The asterisk indicates the light detector that was located at Pz. 
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Schematic representation of the right angular gyrus within the 22-channel NIRS probe set placed over 
the parietal cortex. White squares indicate light emitters; black squares indicate light detectors; 
numbers indicate the measurement channels; grey squares indicate the channels that constitute the 
fROI. The asterisk indicates the light detector that was located at Pz. 
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Appendix E 
 
Adult Values and Scales
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Value Scale 
eight hundred fifty million one billion 
eight hundred fifty trillion one quadrillion 
five hundred eighty million  one billion 
five hundred eighty trillion one quadrillion 
four hundred eighty million  one billion 
four hundred eighty trillion one quadrillion 
four hundred thirty million  one billion 
four hundred trillion one quadrillion 
nine hundred ninety-nine million one billion 
nine hundred ninety-nine trillion one quadrillion 
one hundred eighty million one billion 
one hundred eighty trillion one quadrillion 
one hundred fifty million one billion 
one hundred twenty trillion one quadrillion 
seven hundred ninety million  one billion 
seven hundred ninety trillion one quadrillion 
six hundred million  one billion 
six hundred thirty million  one billion 
six hundred thirty trillion one quadrillion 
six hundred trillion one quadrillion 
thirty million one billion 
thirty trillion one quadrillion 
three hundred eighty million one billion 
three hundred ninety million  one billion 
three hundred ninety trillion one quadrillion 
three hundred ten million one billion 
three hundred ten trillion one quadrillion 
two hundred eighty million one billion 
two hundred eighty trillion one quadrillion 
two hundred thirty trillion  one quadrillion 
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Appendix F 
 
Child Values and Scales
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 Value Scale 
eighteen one hundred 
eighteen thousand one hundred thousand 
eighty-five one hundred 
eighty-five thousand one hundred thousand 
fifteen one hundred 
fifteen thousand one hundred thousand 
fifty-eight one hundred 
fifty-eight thousand one hundred thousand 
forty one hundred 
forty thousand one hundred thousand 
forty-eight one hundred 
forty-eight thousand one hundred thousand 
forty-three one hundred 
forty-three thousand one hundred thousand 
ninety-nine one hundred 
ninety-nine thousand one hundred thousand 
seventy-nine one hundred 
seventy-nine thousand one hundred thousand 
sixty one hundred 
sixty thousand one hundred thousand 
sixty-three one hundred 
sixty-three thousand one hundred thousand 
thirty one hundred 
thirty thousand one hundred thousand 
thirty-eight one hundred 
thirty-eight thousand one hundred thousand 
thirty-nine one hundred 
thirty-nine thousand one hundred thousand 
thirty-one one hundred 
thirty-one thousand one hundred thousand 
three one hundred 
three thousand one hundred thousand 
twelve one hundred 
twelve thousand one hundred thousand 
twenty-eight one hundred 
twenty-eight thousand one hundred thousand 
twenty-five one hundred 
twenty-five thousand one hundred thousand 
twenty-three one hundred 
twenty-three thousand one hundred thousand 
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